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Abstract
Deep space missions to the Moon and Mars under NASA's Constellation Program are a
tangible goal. However, the Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas which provided ground
based navigation state updates to spacecraft of the Apollo era are aging and overtaxed.
The over-reliance on this ground based system for high accuracy navigation of deep space
vehicles presents a distinct challenge. One viable solution to this dilemma is the ap-
plication of autonomous navigation for deep space vehicles. This thesis investigates the
problem of autonomous navigation by conducting a linear covariance analysis trade study
on various configurations of autonomous sensors for a representative cislunar mission.
The sensor suite is comprised of twelve sensors of varying measurement types and levels
of flight readiness: MIMU IMU, LN200 IMU, star tracker, Inertial Stellar Compass (ISC),
lunar orbiting beacon (Navsat), lunar ground beacons (Navsites), LIDAR, known lunar
landmarks, SkyMark, TDRS, and GPS. A complete formulation of the linear covariance
tool (LINCOV) dynamics and mathematical models of the sensors are presented. The
primary focus of the study is a scenario based analysis of the navigation position, ve-
locity, and attitude error covariances along the Moon to Earth trajectory for a specified
set of sensor configurations. Major trends and observations from the lunar and Earth
region navigation error covariances are discussed. Additionally, a short series of sensi-
tivity tests on the sensor error model parameters, measurement geometry, and system
process noise were conducted, providing notable insight and incentive for further studies.
The conclusions of this trade study point to a promising future for autonomous space
navigation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Outer space is one of the last remaining frontiers for human exploration and discovery.
With the rapid expansion of the private space business, plans for another manned mission
to the Moon, and trips to Mars in the not too distant future, this is an exciting time for the
aerospace world. However, the more spacecraft take to the skies, the greater the strain
on our global space navigation infrastructure. The Deep Space Network of long range
antennas has been the backbone of Earth-space communication for deca.des. The DSN
antennas establish two-way radio contact with spacecraft to monitor vehicles' position
and velocity, essentially serving as a ground-based navigation system [20] . With the need
for deep space navigation on the rise, the aging DSN is under significant strain in terms
of support personnel, physical maintenance, and mission demand. For this reason, it is
prudent to investigate the future of autonomous spacecraft navigation, which implies the
ability of a spacecraft to obtain accurate position, velocity and attitude fixes onboard,
negating the need for ground based navigation systems like the DSN. The principles of
autonomous navigation have been studied since the Apollo era. Now with the manufacture
of high fidelity onboard sensors and the decaying DSN, the time is ripe for autonomous
navigation systems.
1.1 Thesis Overview
This thesis, under the tasking of the Deep Space Autonomous Navigation IR&D at Draper
Laboratory, will turn its focus to the problem of autonomous navigation from the Moon
to the Earth. The Moon to Earth segment was chosen because it presents a challenging
and interesting problem due to the lack of navigation aides in the lunar proximity. A suite
of 12 sensors with complete mathematical models and one mission scenario based on a
NASA Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) planning trajectory are developed and tested as
part of a navigation trade study. The sensor suite contains a mix of sensors in terms of
current flight capability; some sensors utilized in this study already possess an extensive
flight heritage, others would require manipulation of an existing infrastructure, while some
are still future possibilities.
1.1.1 Problem Motivation
The novelty of this thesis lies in the scope of its treatment of autonomous spacecraft
navigation. For our purposes, autonomous refers to navigation without ground-based
navigation measurements from Earth; navigation takes place solely through onboard mea-
surements and processing. A thorough literature search was conducted in preparation for
this study. The search uncovered numerous sources, some dating back to the Apollo era,
on the feasibility of autonomous spacecraft navigation. However, most were narrowly
focused around one or two autonomous sensors and not geared toward deep space trajec-
tories. It quickly became apparent that a study designed with more breadth than depth
would be well appointed. The sensor models and error values used in conducting the
analysis are meant to be mathematically representative with a common level of fidelity.
For this reason, the numerical results of this analysis, or the end state navigation errors,
are secondary to the overall trends and insights gleaned from the trade study.
As mentioned, autonomous navigation is not a new idea, and has already been flight
proven on missions such as JPL's Deep Space 1. However, autonomous navigation has
never been relied upon independently for manned missions. A secondary motivation for
this study springs from one of the requirements for the near-future CEV missions to the
Moon and Mars. NASA states, "The CEV program will require autonomous capability
for critical functions that were traditionally the responsibility of mission control or the
on-board crew" [17]. Additionally, there is a requirement that the CEV be capable of
safely returning astronauts from the Moon to Earth should traditional (non-autonomous)
navigation methods fail.
1.1.2 Thesis Methodology
A Draper developed, highly configurable linear covariance tool known as LINCOV was
extended to accommodate additional sensors, model 3-body gravity, and incorporate lu-
nar gravity perturbations to serve as the analysis method for this cislunar, autonomous
navigation trade study. The linear covariance analysis will look only at navigation error
covariances and does not include trajectory dispersions. There is a wide spectrum of
analysis typically employed in navigation error studies as shown in figure 1-1. On the left
seellado
Analysis
Figure 1-1: Linear Covariance Analysis Spectrum
is the scenario based analysis, which is the primary focus of this trade-study oriented the-
sis. The scenario based analysis involves making a single LINCOV run along the nominal
trajectory with a designated sensor combination; multiple LINCOV runs are completed
for various sensor configurations, allowing a library of navigation solutions along the tra-
jectory to be built. The covariance results will be compared across the different sensor
scenarios in order to draw broad based conclusions on the navigation performance. On
the other end of the spectrum is the sensitivity analysis, which will also be utilized to a
smaller extent. A true sensitivity analysis delineates the effect of each error source on the
navigation solution by requiring multiple LINCOV runs as each error source is individu-
ally varied. Due to the vastness of the problem, a traditional sensitivity analysis would
be impractical, so for this thesis a more liberal interpretation of a sensitivity analysis is
applied. Simulation sensitivities will be grouped into three main categories: the effect of
sensor errors, spacecraft/sensor geometry, and system process noise. A few representa-
tive cases are selected in each category and appropriate error sources and parameters are
varied in an attempt to more fully classify their effects on the navigation solution.
The remainder of this thesis is divided as follows: Chapter 2 provides the mission
scenario by detailing the nominal trajectory used in this study; Chapter 3 further defines
the mission by introducing the sensor suite and environment model Chapter 4 contains
details on the LINCOV theory and system specific derivations; Chapter 5 provides the
sensor model details and measurement sensitivity matrices: Chapter 6 contains the trade
zsstudy analysis results and discussion; and Chapter 7 concludes with recommendations
for future work.
1.2 Notation and Constants
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 define some basic notation and constants used throughout the thesis.
Moon
Gravitational Radius rm 1,738,000 m
Gravitational Parameter ,tm 4.90278 x 1012 m,3/s 2
Rotation Rate Wm 27/27.32166 rad/day
Earth
Gravitational Radius re 6,378,136.3 m
Gravitational Parameter Ipe 3.9860064 x 1014 m 3 /s 2
Table 1.1: Constants for Planetary Bodies
Type
Matrices
Vectors
Scala.r
Description
Bold, Upper Case
Bold, Lower Case
Lower or Upper Case
Table 1.2: Notation
Example
M
a,5
M,a,O
II
Chapter 2
Mission Scenario
As stated in the introduction, the mission scenario is based on a CEV planning trajectory.
The following sections delineate this trajectory, the equations of motion used to model
the trajectory in the LINCOV simulation, and the applicable coordinate frames.
2.1 Mission Trajectory
Prior to initializing the CEV Earth return trajectory, the vehicle completes three 100 km
circular orbits to provide an opportunity to take measurements and decrease navigation
errors. After these three orbits, finite burn 1 is executed to place the vehicle in a 24
hour elliptical orbit about the moon. At the apogee of this orbit, the vehicle is moving
slowly and an inexpensive plane change is conducted via finite burn 2. The vehicle returns
to perigee and executes finite burn 3, which serves as the Trans-Earth Injection (TEI)
burn. The trajectory approaches Earth under the South Pole and the simulation ends at
an Earth Entry Interface (EI) of 400,000 ft. 1 The trajectory is computed in a Moon
centered inertial (MCI) frame as defined in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-2 displays the finite burns and their corresponding AVs, and Figure 2-3 illus-
trates the burns from the XY, XZ, and YZ perspectives. Figure 2-4 presents a view of the
'Matt Abrahamson, a DLF and member of the Deep Space Autonomous Navigation IR&D, is credited
with aligning the CEV test trajectory with our model. This included transforming the trajectory to Earth-
Moon orbital plane coordinates, circularizing the lunar orbit, and replacing the impulsive burns with the
aforementioned and more realistic finite burns.
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Figure 2-1: Moon Centered Inertial (MCI) Coordinate Frame
entire cislunar trajectory in a Moon centered inertial frame. To further aid in visualizing
this three-dimensional trajectory, Figure 2-5 displays the three main perspectives of the
complete trajectory.
Figure 2-6 depicts the same trajectory from an Earth centered viewpoint, with Figure
2-7 zooming in to EI. To aid in understanding the relationship between time along the
trajectory and distance traveled, Figures 2-8 and 2-9 are presented.
2.2 Nominal Trajectory Equations of Motion
The nominal trajectory for this covariance study is defined by three-body motion due to
the fact that "The motion of a spacecraft in cislunar space is governed primarily by the
gravitational fields of the Earth and the Moon" [4]. The three-body equations of motion
are used to model the vehicle dynamics in a Moon centered inertial coordinate system
with spherical gravity sources for the Earth and Moon.
The spacecraft position is defined relative to the Moon and Earth using notation from
Battin [4] as shown in Figure 2-10. The gravitational acceleration felt by the spacecraft
Figure 2-2: Finite Burns for Moon to Earth Trajectory
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Figure 2-10: Vector Designations for Moon Centered Inertial Frame
due to the primary body (the Moon) in the inertial frame is simply defined by Newton's
2nd Law.
vm = - r (2.1)
The acceleration on the spacecraft due to the secondary body, in this case the spherical
Earth, is accounted for by disturbed relative motion. The joint effect of the Earth's pull
on the spacecraft and the perturbing acceleration of the Earth on the Moon must be
included as shown [4] [27]
d _ p (2.2)i7 = Pe T p3
where p is the vector from the Earth to the Moon as designated in Figure 2-10, and
d = r + p. Unfortunately, when the spacecraft is close to the Moon, equation (2.2)
includes the subtraction of two nearly equal vectors and numerical integration inacuracies
may ensue. To prevent any such complications, an equivalent but more numerically
friendly form of equation (2.2) is implemented in the simulation [4].
e = (r - f (q) p) (2.3)
where
r - (r + 2p)
qe = (2.4)
f (q) = q 1 + (13q + q (2.5)
The third source of acceleration on the spacecraft occurs during each of the finite burns.
The direction of each burn acceleration is a unit vector specified by the CEV trajectory,
and the magnitude of each burn is assumed to be 3 rm/S 2
iburn = 3 iburn (2.6)
The total acceleration felt by the spacecraft is the sum of equations (2.1). (2.3), and (2.6).
V = vm + e + burn
-f r + (r- f (qe) p) + 3iburn
Neglecting the effect of gravitational perturbations due to Earth or Moon asymmetry (i.e.
J2, J3, J4 harmonics) is deemed a reasonable assumption.
2.3 Coordinate Frames
The inertial reference frame utilized in this study has been defined in the preceding sec-
tions. While expressing the trajectory in the inertial frame is natural, interpreting covari-
ance results for a cislunar trajectory in an inertial frame is by no means intuitive. For
this reason, the results presented in Chapter 6 will be expressed in an alternative right-
handed coordinate frame defined by the velocity vector of the spacecraft (V). its angular
momentum (H), and the third component (P), which is in-plane and perpendicular to the
velocity vector. This frame, referred to as VHP, is drawn in Figure 2-11. The elegance of
this frame is revealed in lunar orbit, when the VHP frame is equivalent to the standard
lunar LVLH reference frame defined by downrange, crosstrack, and altitude as shown in
figure 2-12, but remains an intuitive construct during the transit phase.
vxh
p-vxf
=rXV
Figure 2-11: VHP Coordinate Frame
y (Crosstrack)
z (Altitude)
x (Downrange)
Figure 2-12: LVLH Coordinate Frame
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Chapter 3
Mission Operations: Sensor Trade
Study Introduction
This chapter further defines the covariance analysis mission scenario by introducing the
sensor suite. A qualitative description of each sensor is provided, including basic metrics
when possible such as size, weight, and power. Only navigation architectures that are
currently in place and capable, or ones with high potential and likelihood of near term
development are considered.
3.1 Sensor Suite Introduction
Table 3-1 comprises the sensor suite for the trade-study; the table is color
on the key provided. The sensors are classified by the following categories:
1. Measurement Type: Mathematical representation of a measurement
by the filter.
coded based
as processed
2. Infrastructure: Requiring use of a human-made external resource, be it hardware
or information. Examples include the GPS satellite constellation and a digital cat-
alogue of craters/known landmarks on the Moon.
3. Flight ready: Infrastructure to support the sensor is currently in place and available
for use.
4. Tasked: An infrastructure is temporarily or permanently devoted to spacecraft
needs. An example is TDRS making a radio connection with a spacecraft.
5. Passive: Requiring a one-way interaction of the spacecraft with an external envi-
ronment. Examples include a spacecraft receiving starlight or GPS signals.
6. Active: Requiring a two-way interaction of the spacecraft with an external environ-
ment. For example, emitting a laser beam to reflect off a corner cube.
7. Region of Operation: General areas of appropriate sensor use, including Earth de-
scent and landing (EDL), Earth orbit (GEO or lower), near Earth (GPS signal
maximum range), transit, near Moon, and lunar orbit.
3.1.1 Attitude and Inertial Sensors
Sensors for measuring attitude, angular velocity, and acceleration are considered standard
equipment for spacecraft.
Gyros
Gyroscopes on board a spacecraft make up one key component of the inertial measurement
unit (IMU). The rate gyro measures the spacecraft angular velocity relative to the inertial
coordinate frame. Two types of gyros are included in the sensor-suite for this study. the
LN200 model and the higher quality MIMU gyro.
Accelerometers
Accelerometers are responsible for measuring spacecraft accelerations other than gravity.
For this reason they are of particular importance during each of the three finite burns
specified in the mission scenario. Together with the gyros they form a complete IMU.
Some generic specifications for the MIMU and LN200 inertial measurement units (IMU)
taken from Honeywell and NovAtel spec sheets, respectively, are shown in Table 3.1 for
reference. Details pertaining to their mathematical error models may be found in Section
4.3.3.
MIMU Acce lerometerSI LN200 Acce lerome te r
MIMU Gyros
LN200 Gyros
Star Tracker
ISC (MEMS Gyros)
ISC (Star Tracker)
Surface Radio Beacon (Moon: Navsite)
Radio Orbiting Beacon (Moon: Navsat)
Radio Orbiting Beacon (Earth: TDRS)
Range GPS
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Figure 3-1: Sensor Suite Overview
IMU MIMU LN200
Size 233 mm (diam) x 169 mm 157 x 135 x 144 mm
Weight 4.44 kg 3.0 kg
Power 22 W 12 W
Make Honeywell NovAtel
Table 3.1: IMU Specifications
Star Tracker
Star trackers are optical devices which can determine spacecraft attitude to a high degree
of accuracy by comparing the locations of measured star positions with those stored in an
onboard catalogue [25]. Star trackers used in conjunction with gyros can lead to highly
accurate attitude reckoning. The star tracker for this simulation is modeled in part after
the Ball Aerospace CT-601, with specifications shown in Table 3.2
Star Tracker CT-601
Size 7 in (diam) x 10.9 in
Weight 17.2 lb
Power 8-12 W
Table 3.2: Star Tracker Specifications
Inertial Stellar Compass
The Inertial Stellar Compass (ISC) is a promising new sensor developed at Draper Labs
that consists of a MEMS gyro and wide FOV star tracker; these two sensors combine
to form a "miniature, low power, stellar inertial attitude determination system" [6]. For
missions with stringent size and power requirements, the ISC is an attractive alternative
to a higher fidelity but more mass and power consumptive MIMU or LN200 gyro and
independent star tracker unit. Table 3.3 provides basic ISC instrument specifications [6].
Note that although the ISC operates as a single unit, in this study the gyro and star
tracker are modeled as separate components.
CSDL ISC
Size 17 cm (diam) x 16cm (gyro + star tracker)
Size 15 x 23 x 4cm (processor)
Weight 2.5 kg
Power 3.5 W
Table 3.3: ISC Specifications
3.1.2 Lunar Region Sensors
As will be shown in Chapter 6, IMUs and star trackers alone are not sufficient to navigate
the long journey back from the Moon. The sensor suite includes several non-inertial sensor
models that provide measurements in the lunar region to reduce navigation errors prior
to the TEI burn.
Optical Camera: Known Landmarks
Using one of the many space quality optical cameras on the market, it is possible for an
orbiting spacecraft to take line of sight (LOS) bearing measurements to known landmarks
on the ground. The lunar surface has already been thoroughly mapped. It is reasonable
to assume that a database of ground objects such as craters directly underneath or in
the proximity of an orbiting vehicle's ground track could be provided with relative ease.
Feature tracking generally requires more than one known landmark for acceptable perfor-
mance; the locations of the six landmarks chosen for use in this study are visible in Figure
3-3, which is the lunar hemisphere facing the Earth at time zero of the simulation. These
"craters" were chosen semi-randomly, with two of the six roughly underneath the 100 km
orbit groundtrack and the remainder providing additional coverage. The landmarks were
purposefully placed on a single half of the Moon, which is at most the fraction of visible
lunar surface illuminated by sunlight at any given time.
LIDAR + Corner Cubes
One of the instruments onboard the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft is a laser altimeter
known as MOLA, with instrument mass, volume, and power listed in Table 3.4 [15]. The
instrument maps the Martian terrain by calculating range based on the time it takes the
laser beam to reach the surface [1]. It has been proposed that another such laser altimeter,
often referred to as Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), be utilized as a navigation
instrument during lunar orbit. The idea is that a range and bearing measurement could be
obtained by bouncing a LIDAR beam off a corner-cube (a.k.a. retro-reflector) on the lunar
surface. Three corner cubes are currently in place around the lunar mid-latitude region
from the Apollo 11, 14, and 15 missions. Corner cubes are special reflectors that reflect
light back at exactly the same angle of incidence due to their wedged surface. Considering
that the MOLA was capable of mapping the non-reflective Martian terrain from an orbital
altitude of approximately 400 km, LIDAR effectiveness may be considerably enhanced by
use with these ideal reflectors. A picture of a lunar corner cube is shown in Figure 3-2.
The approximate locations of the three existing corner cubes are displayed in Figure 3-3.
However, only the Apollo 14 cube is utilized in the simulations based on the nominal
trajectory groundtrack.
LIDAR
Volume 50 cm x 50 cm x 75 cm
Mass 25.85 kg
Power 34.2 W
Table 3.4: LIDAR Specifications
Figure 3-2: Corner Cube
Surface Radio Beacon: Navsite
The final ground-based lunar sensors in the suite are two surface radio beacons with
approximately 180' coverage, also referred to as Navsites. They are closely placed in an
area convenient to our nominal trajectory (see Figure 3-3) and provide range and range
rate measurements [3]. Lunar Navsites are not currently in existence, but the benefits of
these navigation aides on the surface have been examined by past studies and deemed
promising.
0
Y (km)
Figure 3-3: Lunar Surface Measurement Sites
Orbiting Radio Beacon: Navsat
Even more promising than a ground based lunar beacon is the prospect of deploying
at least one omni-directional lunar orbiting radio beacon. The superior coverage of an
orbiting beacon, or Navsat, would make a highly desirable range and range rate navigation
aide in the lunar proximity. The Navsat used in this study is placed in a 10,000 km
equatorial circular orbit about the Moon [3] as shown in Figure 3-4.
3.1.3 Earth Region Sensors
The number of navigation aids increases as the spacecraft nears Earth.
Optical Camera: SkyMark
SkyMark is a navigation concept which takes a LOS optical camera bearing measurement
to a satellite and compares its location in the field of view to a known starfield pattern
stored in an onboard catalogue. The SkyMark measurement type is equivalent to track-
ing known landmarks on the lunar surface and provides a LOS bearing measurement.
SkyMark testing has revealed it to be a promising concept that could be implemented
onboard a spacecraft in the near future with relative ease based on the thousands of Earth-
orbiting satellites continuously tracked by NORAD. Utilizing a SkyMark database and
selection algorithm for this trade study would have been prohibitive; for this reason, four
"SkyMarks" are arranged in a plane at GEO altitude orthogonal to the pointing vector
from the Earth to the spacecraft. This configuration is meant to be geometrically repre-
sentative of the type of measurements that could be attained by a spacecraft approaching
Earth (see Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-4: Navsat Orbit
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Orbiting Radio Beacon: TDRS
NASA's Tracking Data and Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) currently consists of a num-
ber of communications satellites in geosynchronous Earth orbit as shown in Figure 3-6.
The Tracking Data and Relay Satellites (TDRS) have been operating for 24 years and
have been a vital NASA resource for communicating with and navigating systems such as
the Space Shuttle, ISS, and other low Earth orbit (LEO) assets. For the purposes of this
study, four TDRS are modeled in geostationary orbit [10] and provide range and range
rate measurements.
GPS
The Global Positioning System (GPS) constellation currently consists of 30 navigation
satellites orbiting at an altitude of 20,200 km. Although their main signal beams toward
Earth, there is enough spillover to be of use to a spacecraft as far out as 190,800 km
from Earth [3]. At this boundary, a signal from only one GPS satellite may be available
sporadically, with the number of available satellites and measurement frequency increas-
ing with proximity to the GPS shell. Based roughly on the GPS navigation example
provided in reference [3] and a Draper presentation by Frank Kreimendahl, GPS range
measurements are approximated rather conservatively in the simulation as shown in Ta-
ble 3.5. This study assumes measurements to GPS satellites in a plane orthogonal to the
RLOS
Representative
SkyMark at GEO
altitude
Figure 3-5: SkyMark Representation
Figure 3-6: TDRS Satellites
Earth-spacecraft vector as shown in Figure 3-7. Although not physically accurate (GPS
orbits are not modeled in the simulation), it is a reasonable geometric interpretation for
taking measurements from GPS signal spillover around the Earth. Range and range rate
measurements are taken until the spacecraft crosses the GPS shell. Once inside the shell,
the spacecraft will have access to enough GPS satellites to obtain a typical GPS 3-D
position and velocity update for the remaining 1 hr of flight before entry interface.
GPS Availability GPS Range to Spacecraft
1 GPS 186,578 km - 102,578 km
2 GPS 102,578 km - 58,838 km
3 GPS 58,838 km - 26,578 km
4 < GPS d < 26,578 km
Table 3.5: GPS Availability by Range
3.2 Environment Model
Lunar Gravity Perturbations
Any number of environmental perturbation factors may be considered in outer space,
from solar radiation pressure to micrometeoroids. However, a low fidelity gravity field
model is the primary source of environment perturbations. Perturbations in the lunar
gravity field model arise from point mass concentrations known as mascons and poor
model accuracy on the far side of the Moon [16]. For the linear covariance analysis these
Maximum signal range
-191,000km
View of Earth
from Spacecraft
I XY Planar View
Figure 3-7: GPS Representation
gravity perturbations can be statistically modeled as a first-order Gauss-Markov process
with an autocorrelation function of [7]
R (T) = 2 -0/7TI (3.1)
where 7,0 /, and a are the statistical parameters which characterize the Markov process.
/ is the inverse of the time constant, 7, and a is the mean-squared value of the statistical
distribution. The first-order Gauss-Markov process essentially simulates a process that is
some combination of a constant and random noise. This is seen in the discrete form
x (tk+1) = e-Atx (tk) + W (tk) (3.2)
where
T
w= V2o-72
The Markov process parameters used to model the gravity perturbations are obtained
from a table based on downrange velocity and altitude. The look-up table accounts for
gravity compensation levels above 9th order harmonics. The values for a and 3, which for
this application equals the spacecraft downrange velocity divided by correlation distance
in LVLH coordinates, are interpolated from Table 3.6 based on spacecraft lunar altitude.
It is important to note that although we are modeling the spatially dependent problem of
lunar gravity perturbations as a time dependent process, the effect is statistically accurate.
Also note that the units of mGals equates to 10- rm/s 2 , and that the altitude correlation
is separate from downrange and crosstrack correlations.
Altitude 0 Altitude a Downrange Crosstrack
(mGals) Correlation Distance (mGals) Correlation Distance Correlation Distance
0 km 50.27 83.72 km 34.90 130.44 km 52.17 kni
10 km 37.20 128.92 km 25.80 201.42 km 87.06 km
20 km 31.03 151.06 km 21.57 234.78 km 105.87 km
30 km 26.78 166.23 km 18.68 257.53 km 119.21 km
40 km 23.53 178.06 km 16.47 274.82 km 129.83 km
50 km 20.91 187.77 km 14.70 288.78 km 138.63 km
Table 3.6: Gravity Perturbation Look-Up Table
Chapter 4
The Navigation Problem
At a basic level, the problem of space navigation includes two concepts described by Battin
[4]: the use of measurements to "improve the estimate of the spacecraft's position and
velocity," and the prediction of the spacecraft's position and velocity at some future time.
In this chapter, we turn our focus to the development of the equations for the navigation
problem. The first part of this chapter will follow the formulation of the discrete Kalman
filter for state estimation as derived by Gelb and Schmidt [12] [26] and present the
key equations for the continuous Kalman filter. The Kalman filter discussion provides
essential groundwork for the second part of this chapter and the tool on which this study
relies, linear covariance analysis.
4.1 Discrete Kalman Filter Formulation
As mentioned, the Kalman filter is commonly described as an "optimal recursive esti-
mator" for linear systems. An optimal recursive estimator is defined by Gelb [12] to
be
a computational algorithm that processes measurements to deduce a minimum
error estimate of the state of a system by utilizing: knowledge of system and
measurement dynamics, assumed statistics of system noises and measurement
errors, and initial condition information.
At a basic conceptual level, the Kalman Filter is a continuous cycle of updating the state
and covariance due to measurements and propagating them in forward in time. The state
Initialize Time Propagation
* Time to  * Time tk - +1
* Estimated state vector * Estimated state vector at tk+1
* Covariance Matrix * Covariance Matrix at tk
Measurement Update
*Time tk
* Estimated state vector at tk
* Covariance Matrix at tk
Figure 4-1: Conceptual Kalman Filter Flow Chart
vector is partitioned as
x = (primary states sensor error states )T
The designation of primary states and sensor states emphasizes the fluidity of the state
vector for this trade study. The sensor states will be different for each case in the scenario
based analysis. The nominal state vector is comprised of
x= r i vI qIB s 3 (4.1)
where the primary states are spacecraft inertial position (r'), inertial velocity (vI),
attitude as an inertial to body quaternion (qIB), and sensor error states represented
above by a generic misalignment, scale factor. and bias (7, s, P).
4.1.1 Dynamics
The dynamics for a discrete linear system are expressed as a difference equation
Xk+1 = JkXk + Wk (4.2)
where the state transition matrix 4 k brings the state vector from time tk to tk+1 and wk
is a random process vector that manifests itself as zero mean white process noise.
(4.3)
E wkw=T 0
E {} is the expectation operator and Qk is the covariance of the process noise vector.
Introducing discrete measurements to the system gives
zk = Hkxk + Vk (4.4)
where the observation matrix Hk and white noise vk combine in a linear fashion to
represent imperfect measurements zk [12] [26]. The measurement noise is analogous to
process noise.
E kvT} Rk (4.5)
Evkvi} = 0
Rk is the covariance of the measurement noise vector. The state error is the difference
between the state estimate and the true state,
ek Xk - Xk (4.6)
where the expected value of Zk is given a hat notation, E {x} = i. Finally, the covariance
matrix of the state error is written
E ekeTj = Pk (4.7)
4.1.2 State and Covariance Propagation
Part of the beauty of a recursive filter is that the estimate of the state vector at some
future time is nothing more than a function of the state transition matrix (4) obtained
from the system dynamics and the state estimate from the previous time step. The state
estimate is propagated forward in time by
Xk+l - k Xk
The covariance matrix also must be propagated forward in time.
Pk+l
Pk+1
- E{ek+lek+l1
- {(kl - Xk+k+1) (ikl- Xk+l)T }
= E {(4)#k - 4 Xk - Wk) (k-kk - 4kXk - Wk )
E, kekek k - Wk 
- 'k ekwk + Wk }
Since
Swke }= E f wTek = 0
and using equations (4.7) and (4.3), we are left with
Pk+1 = (IkPkIk + Qk (4.9)
4.1.3 State and Covariance Update
The updated state estimate may be written as a linear combination of the state estimate
prior to a measurement and the discrete measurement itself, each of which are weighted
by some gain K k and KA.
i = K'kx + Kkzk (4.10)
Substituting equations (4.4) and (4.6) into (4.10) and grouping like terms yields
(4.11)i = K k +e) + Kk(Hkxk + Kk)
= Kk + KkHk ' + Ke + KK ,
In order to produce an unbiased estimator,
Fe = E e = 0k k~(-
(4.8)
This is achieved by setting
0 = Kk+KkHk -I= (4.12)
Kk = I-KkHk
Substituting equation (4.12) into equation (4.10) and re-arranging gives
S + Kkk - Hk) (4.13)
Writing the updated state estimate in this form highlights the fact that it is a linear
combination of the old state estimate and some weighted value of the difference between
the actual measurement zk and the predicted measurement Hk- [26].
When a discrete measurement is used, the error covariance matrix must be updated
as well. Using equation (4.7), we initiate the derivation of the updated error covariance
matrix.
P+ = E {ee} (4.14)
Finding the updated estimation error e+ is a slight continuation from the updated state
estimator. Plugging equations (4.6) and (4.4) into (4.13) gives
Xk X k +e +Kk Hki k v - Hk (
k k kk + e (4.15)
e k  = (I - KkHk)e +Kkvk
Inserting equation (4.14) into (4.7) and expanding gives
Pt = E (I - KkHk) ek [ _T(I - KkHk) T + v K T] + Kkk [e T(I - KkHk T +vKT K]
(4.16)
Because there is no correlation between the measurement error and estimation error,
E vke
- T = E {ek vT} = 0
Equation (4.16) simplifies to
P+ = E (I - KkHk) ee (I - KkHk)T + KkkvK T (4.17)k =E(I- k k) ek e k k ~lk kck k k
By definition from equation (4.7)
P =Eek ek T (4.18)
and from equation (4.5), the updated error covariance is written as
P+ = (I - KkHk) Pk (I - KkHk T + KkRkK[ (4.19)
Optimal Gain Calculation
The Kalman filter is an optimal recursive filter because it utilizes the optimal gain, Kk-
Often referred to as the Kalman gain, Kk provides the minimum mean squared error
(MSE) of the state estimates and is found by minimizing the trace of the updated covari-
ance matrix. Setting
and solving for Kk is the goal.
identities.
S(trace (P))
oKk
The derivation will make use of three very convenient
= trace (AT)
= BT
= 2AC
Keeping equation (4.20) in mind and the fact that Pk is a symmetric matrix, the updated
error covariance from (4.19) can be expanded to equal
S= (P - KkHkPk) (I- KkHk)+ KkRkKk
- - KkHk - P HK K+ KkHkPHTK +KkRkKT (4.24)
= Pk - Kk HkP -(KkHkPk)
A B
+ Kk(k- T K T + ) T+KHkPk HK +Rk Kk
A C A T
(4.20)
trace (A)
0 (trace (AB))
OA
S(trace (ACA))
aA
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
Plugging equation (4.24) into (4.20) and making use of identities (4.21) - (4.23),
S(trace ( ))
dKk
- (HkP)T + 2Kk (HkP HT + Rk) = 0
Solving for the Kalman gain gives
Kk = P HT (HPHT + Rk - 1
k PHk (kk Hk
(4.26)
Finally, plugging the Kalman gain from equation (4.26) back into the updated covariance
from equation (4.19) leads to a nice simplification.
P+ = (I- KkHk) Pk (4.27)
Summary
The discrete Kalman filter equations are neatly summarized by figure 4-2 for estimated
state and error covariance propagation and updating.
Figure 4-2: Discrete Kalman Filter Flow Chart
(4.25)S(H-IkP )
4.2 Continuous Kalman Filter
The continuous Kalman filter is based on the dynamics for a continuous linear system
expressed as a differential equation
(4.28)
where
E {u (t) u (T)Tj = Q6 (t - 7) (4.29)
The continuous measurements are written as
where
For notational ease the continuous equations will be understood to be functions of time
from this point forward.
4.2.1 Propagation and Update
The steps for arriving at the continuous Kalman filter are not as easily compartmentalized
as those for the discrete version. WVe begin by writing the continuous filter for state
estimation as the continuous equivalent of equation (4.13)
S= A + K (z - H.)
z (t) H(t) x (t) + v (t) (4.30)
E v (t) v (7)T = R (t- 7)
E (u (t) v (T)T = 0
(4.31)
(4.32)
t (t) = A (t) x (t) + G (t)u (t)
(4.33)
The continuous Kalman filter combines the covariance propagation and update into a
single differential equation [26].
P = AP + PAT + GQGT - PHTR-I HP (4.34)
where AP + PAT in equation (4.34) represents the effect of system dynamics on the co-
variance, GQGT increases the error covariance by adding process noise, and PHTR- 1HP
improves the covariance with measurements. The gain is defined by
K = PHTR - 1
4.2.2 Process Noise
Before continuing, it is necessary to make the distinction between the discrete and contin-
uous process noise; Qk is not equal to Q. They are, however, intertwined by the following
expression [26].
Qk = E jtk (tk+l, t) G (t)u (t) dt k ( (tk+1, 7) G (T) u (7) dT
Qk - J (tk+l, t) G (t) E U (t) (T)T GT (T) T (tk+l, T) dtdT
For small time steps, E [u (t) (T)T] = Q6 (t - 7) and 4.35 reduces to [7]
Qk = GQGTAt
where Q is the process noise for continuous systems.
4.3 Linear Covariance Analysis
This section provides important details on the inner workings of the linear covariance
analysis tool (LINCOV) employed in this study. As one might have suspected based on
the preceding sections, linear covariance analysis shares close ties with the Kalman filter.
In fact, it may be thought of as a subset of the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter serves to
propagate and update the states and state error covariance; linear covariance analysis only
is concerned with the error covariance (P matrix). As the name suggests, linear covariance
analysis operates based on the linearized Kalman filter, which translates to requiring that
any non-linear dynamics and measurements be linearized about the nominal trajectory.
Deviations from the nominal are assumed to be small, and all matrices involved in the
covariance propagation and updates are evaluated on the nominal trajectory [26].
4.3.1 LINCOV Defined
Linear covariance analysis is a popular method of gaining insight into a particular naviga-
tion problem. It is powerful in that it provides results statistically similar to a Monte-Carlo
analysis, but without the computational burden. Also like a Monte-Carlo analysis, LIN-
COV is can be broken up into trajectory dispersions and navigation dispersions as shown
in figure 4-3. In this study, however, the only concern is navigation error. Therefore, the
Navigation
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Figure 4-3: Dispersion Visualization
nominal (,) states are synonymous with the true states so that it is assumed we are on the
nominal trajectory. The navigation error and the corresponding covariance are defined by
X= x - x
P = E [6xT]
Let it be noted that the significance of LINCOV results must be evaluated with the
fidelity of the models in mind. While LINCOV is extremely useful as a first cut analysis
or for gaining insight on a broad scale, its results are often verified with Monte-Carlo
simulations.
Both the discrete and continuous forms of the Kalman filter have been presented since
the analysis for this thesis arises from a blending of the two forms. For spacecraft nav-
igation applications such as ours, it is convenient to propagate the continuous form of
the system while providing measurement updates at discrete times. The continuous sys-
tem dynamics based on Newton's second law are easily integrated by modern computing
tools. In the event that computation presents more of a concern, sole use of the discrete
formulation may be prudent. Figure 4-4 shows a high level flow chart of the LINCOV
tool used in this analysis. The continuous/discrete nature of this tool is clearly visible.
The covariance is propagated by the form of equation (4.34) with measurement updates
omitted.
P = AP + PAT + GQGT (4.35)
The P equation is integrated to effectively produce the Pk matrix required for the discrete
gain calculation and update due measurements. Also note that the LINCOV tool uses
the numerically advantageous Joseph form of the covariance update, equation (4.19), as
opposed to the shorter version shown in (4.27).
Initialize
Integrate Nominal
Trajectory EOMs
Propagate Covariance
P = AP + PA' + CGQG'
Update Covariance
K = P .TH(HP-, H +R,)-
P+ = (I - KkHj P- I - KA Hk + I;,RRK'
Navigation Error
Covariance Results
Figure 4-4: LINCOV Structure
4.3.2 Nominal State Propagation
It is true that covariance analysis is not concerned with estimation and updates of the
state vector. However, the primary states for position, velocity, attitude, and attitude
rate must still be propagated forward in time to generate the nominal trajectory.
Primary State Derivatives
Because LINCOV evaluates states along the nominal trajectory, the primary states from
equation (4.1) must be propagated.
X ( rI VI qI-B )
The equations of motion for propagating position and velocity are as follows, with i
previously derived from Section 2.2, equation (2.7).
rI = 1,I (4.36)
11- rI + (r' - f (q) p') + 3i urn(4.37)
Prior to writing the equation of motion for
simulation utilizes a right-handed, scalar-first
inertial to body coordinate frame by angle 0
q
attitude, let it, be noted that the LINCOV
quaternion convention to rotate from the
cos(8/2)
esin(0/2)
where e is the unit rotation vector about the axis 0 [19]. The inertial to
quaternion derivative is expressed in terms of a quaternion multiplication
SWB j Oqq 1 B
q 2 = 2 0 •q + ql • c +b +co x o q
body attitude
[19]
(4.38)
The spacecraft angular velocity, wB, is dictated by sensor pointing requirements in order
to provide the appropriate attitude quaternion.
Primary State Propagation
The propagation of these states requires use of a numerical integrator, in this case a 4th
order Runge-Kutta. The primary state derivatives are functions of time and their state
variables,
x = f (t, x)
and the following RK-4 algorithm is used to propagate these derivatives to the next time
step.
f l = f (tk, k)
f2 = f (tk+ A/2, k + f At/2)
f3 = f (tk + A/2, k + f 2 At/2) (4.39)
f4 = f (tk + A/2, k + f 3 At)
XZk+1 k + t [fl + 2 ( + f3) + f 4]
4.3.3 Covariance Propagation
Recall from the previous discussion on Kalman filtering and covariance analysis the error
state covariance definition,
Pk = E 6zkXT
Similar to equation (4.1), the error state vector is partitioned into primary states and
representative error states.
6(x( = r'I 6v I' B ' y s ~6) (4.40)
There exists an intentional discrepancy between equation (4.1) and equation (4.40). Based
on the state vector, one may have suspected the attitude error to look something like
6 qI-,B. However, the quaternion representation of attitude used in propagating the pri-
mary states has been replaced with an angle vector, 6 OB, for propagating the covariance
matrix. This vector of three small angles effectively captures the attitude errors.
The continuous/discrete nature of the LINCOV tool requires that the covariance ma-
trix be propagated by the continuous matrix differential equation,
P = AP + PAT + GQGT (4.41)
and then integrated one time step to produce the error covariance matrix, Pk+1 using the
same RK-4 integration scheme as presented for the primary state propagation, where
P = f (t, P)
For completeness
fi = f(tk, Pk)
f2 = f (tk + A/2, Pk + fl" At/2)
f3 = f (tk + A/2, Pk + f 2 At/2) (4.42)
f4 f (tk+ A/2, Pk + f 3 At)
Pk+l = Pk + A [fl + 2 (f2 + f 3) + f 4
The matrices which comprise the covariance propagation equation, namely the A, Q, and
G matrices, will be fully detailed by the remainder of the section.
Inertial Sensor Models for the Navigation Filter
Before proceeding with the details of the system dynamics used in the covariance propa-
gation for this simulation, we must define the sensor models for the gyros and accelerom-
eters. This is due to the fact that they play a crucial role in formulating the error state
derivatives for attitude and velocity.
Gyros
Rate gyros are extremely mature spacecraft sensors with extensive flight heritage and have
well documented models for use in linear filters. A standard strapdown configuration of
three orthogonal gyros is used for this analysis and consists of the spacecraft angular
velocity (wB), gyro bias errors ()g), a scale factor error (S), a Markov process drift
bias (/m), gyro nonorthogonality factors (F9), gyro white noise u., and a white noise Uq
associated with the Markov drift. The measured spacecraft angular velocity (W eas) is
[22] [5].
Weas = (I + S) (I + r,) (W + + Om + u + q) (4.43)
Assuming small values for the scale factor and nonorthogonality, this expression equals
Wea = (I + S, + r,) (wB +3,g + / + ug + Uq)
where the error terms are defined as [5] [2]
O 0
S~y 0
0 Sgz
bm,
bm 
.
3m =
rg9-
0
- gyz
-Y9 
U9
ugy
ugz
'T9Xz 7gxy
0 '7Y
-,Yzx 0
Uq
The gyro white noise is a random process with a covariance defined by
E U9USa = Qg6 (t - T)
The spectral amplitude, or noise intensity Qg is a diagonal matrix that equates to the
square of angle random walk error from Table 4.1. The gyro Markov noise is a random
process with a covariance defined by
E {UqU = Q6 (t - 7)
The spectral amplitude Qq is a diagonal matrix equal to the square of the Markov noise
error from Table 4.1.
It is desirable to solve equation (4.44) for wB, the actual body rate in terms of the
gyro measured rate. Combining terms such that S 9 + g, = A, [22] [23],
Boneas
(I + A) - Wies
The matrix inversion lemma gives
= (I+Ag) (W B+/3g 3+ug + q)
S (B +3 +m + u, + gq)
[5]
(4.44)
Sg
SgX
0
0
b9 X
b9 Y
Uqx 1
Uqy
Uqz
U9 -
(I + Ag) - = (I - Ag)
Hence,
(I - A,) Beas
W B
WB
= B +g + m + ug + q
(I - Ag) Weas 3g - Im - Ug - Uq
meas 9 meas - S eas - q m 9
The gyro model specified in equation (4.45) must be written in a form that is ap-
propriate for use in the navigation filter. Namely, the nonorthogonality and scale factor
matrices shall be transformed to vectors and w eaB to appropriate matrices [5] [22].
g9 neas 9
Sg9 ,Weas sDg
where
'Y9Xz
,-Yyz
N9zx
NsD
s9D9
-z
0
0
Sgx
sgy
s 9 z
0
0
-WY
Wy
0
0
Wx
0
0
and equation (4.45) is re-written as
= Bs - F - Dgsg - g - Ug -- - q (4.46)
Because the eventual purpose of the gyro model is to fill in the attitude error states
in the A matrix, the next step is to find the angular velocity error, &wo [11]. First we
write the estimated angular velocity of the spacecraft.
(4.47)- = Lj Be - Fgs , - Dg9 - ), rim
(4.45)
, g FS =
Notice that the white noise terms drop out due to the fact that their expectations and
means are zero. Using the fact that
6WB = LB _ OB
The gyro error model is defined by
&wB = -Fg6-yg - Dg6 g - 60g - 6 , + ug + Uq (4.48)
The la gyro errors shown in Table 4.1 are for the two most prominent gyro models
in use today, the MIMU and LN200, as well as the ISC gyro. The numbers shown for
the MIMU gyro are representative of a Honeywell model. The LN200 numbers come
primarily from a NovAtel 2007 specification sheet. It is important to keep in mind that
choosing sensor error statistics is not an exact science. The values are widely debatable,
and though the ones for this analysis were carefully considered, they are still only meant
to be representative of the physical sensor errors. With the exception of the Markov
bias and white noise, the gyro errors are all random constants of zero-mean, Gaussian
distributions with 1 - a values listed in the table [5].
Gyro Errors (la) J MIMU LN200 ISC Units
Bias 0.005 1 3.3 deg/hr
Markov Bias 0.04 (7 = 100s) 0.65 (T = 100s) 3.3 (7 = 100s) deg/hr
Scale Factor 1 100 100 ppm
Nonorthogonality 14.4 10 20 arcsec
Angle Random Walk 0.005 0.07 0.1 deg//hr
Markov Noise 0.18 0.18 0.18 deg/hr/v/hr
Table 4.1: Gyro Errors
Accelerometers
A set of three strapdown accelerometers form the second component of the spacecraft
IMU. The accelerometer model is formulated almost identically to the gyro model, with
the exception that there is no Markov bias error term. The model consists of the spacecraft
acceleration in the body frame (aB), accelerometer bias errors (P/a), a scale factor error
(Sa), nonorthogonality factors (Fa), and accelerometer white noise Ua.
spacecraft non-gravitational acceleration, (aeas), is [22] [5].
The measured
afas = (I + Sa) (I + Fa) (a + 0 + ua)
ameas ( (4.49)
Assuming small values for the scale factor and nonorthogonality, this expression equals
aeas =) (a +3a + a) (4.50)
where the error terms are defined as [5] [2]
So,
Sax
0
0
0 0
Say 0
0 Saz
Oa
0
-3'Fa =
bax
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- 7y
7, O a,ay- 0 Ya yx
:y -7'az 0
Uax
Uay
Ua,
The accelerometer white noise has a covariance defined by
E ua UT Qa6 (t - T)
The noise intensity Qa is a diagonal matrix formed from the square of velocity random
walk error from Table 4.2.
To solve equation (4.50) for aB, combine terms such that Sa + Fa = Aa
B
am eas
(I+ Aa)-' a as
The matrix inversion lemma gives [5
[22] [23].
= (I + Aa) (a" + a + )
= (aBa"3a +U a)
(I + Aa) - 1 = (I- Aa)
Therefore,
(I - Aa) aieas = a+ 3 a + Ua
a B  (I a ) aeas - a + Ua
a aeas aaeas - Saaeas - a - Uameas - aMeas - rneas - ta - a
(4.51)
As with the gyros, the accelerometer model specified in equation (4.51) must be written
in a form that is compatible with the navigation filter. The nonorthogonality and scale
factor matrices are transformed to vectors as follows [5] [22].
raaeas -aFa
Seareas = saDa
where
Iaxy
layx
"ayz
azx
Yazy
SaDa -
-az
0
0
Sax
Say
Saz
a 0
0 az
0 0
ax 0
0 a,
O 0
0
0
-ay
and equation (4.51) is re-written as
a = as - FaYa - DaSa - Oa - Ua (4.52)
Once again, the purpose of the accelerometer model is to fill in portions of the velocity
error states in the A matrix [11]. The next step is to find the acceleration error, 6 a,,,eas.
First, the acceleration of the spacecraft as estimated by the filter is
aB = a - Fa - Dsa - aa = ameas a- aa
(4.53)
The white noise term drops out because its expectation and mean are zero. Using the
fact that
6aB = eB - aB
The accelerometer error model is defined by
Ba" = -Fably - Da6Sa - 60a + Ua (4.54)
Like their gyro counterparts, the la accelerometer errors shown in Table 4.2 are represen-
tative of the MIMU and LN200 accelerometer models from Honeywell and NovAtel, but
without scale factors or nonorthogonality factors. Considering the gyro and accelerome-
ters together, the MIMU version of the IMU is clearly a higher fidelity sensor than the
LN200.
Table 4.2: Accelerometer Errors
Accelerometer Errors (lo) 11 MIMU LN200 Units
Bias 100 300 Pg
Scale Factor 0 0 ppm
Nonorthogonality 0 0 arcsec
Velocity Random Walk 0.003 0.03 mn/s/ hr
State Error Derivative Significance
The A matrix is clearly of great importance to covariance propagation and represents a
linear transformation of the error states to the state error derivatives in the manner of
5 = A6x + Gu
The error state derivatives for this analysis follow logically from the way error states are
defined in equation (4.40).
=xx (4.55)
where x represents the estimated state vector derivative, : represents the actual state
vector derivative, and 65: represents the difference between the two, or the error state
derivative vector. The error state vector consists of the primary error states for posi-
tion, velocity, and attitude, as well as those for the gyros, accelerometers, and gravity
perturbations.
,= (B' 6' 6 6~(g 6 6  m 6rn 'a 6Sa 6)a gLVLH T (4.56)
Note that with the exception of the gyro and accelerometer, sensor error state rates are
zero because they are modeled with constant errors. In fact, the only sensor with a time-
varying component is the gyro due to its Markov bias. Also notice that while the nominal
state for attitude rate, wB is included in the nominal trajectory state propagation, it is
effectively replaced by the gyro in the onboard covariance propagation and therefore has
no corresponding error derivative. The following sections explicitly derive the non-zero
error state derivatives of position, velocity, attitude, lunar gravity perturbations, and gyro
Markov bias.
Position Error Derivative
The position error derivative is simply written as
(4.57)
Velocity Error Derivative
This derivation closely resembles a similar one from [22]. The velocity error derivative is
written as
6,6I = ~'_ - (4.58)
where
Gmoon (r ^)+ Gearth d, + [TJVLH (') P LH±T (B-,)j B (4.59)
This equation shows that the estimated velocity derivative is comprised of the estimated
spherical point mass gravity models for the Earth and Moon, the estimated lunar gravity
perturbation states transformed from their reference LVLH coordinates to inertial coor-
dinates, and the estimated acceleration from the accelerometer transformed from body
to inertial coordinates. The second term of equation (4.58) represents the true velocity
derivative and is written as
6' = Gmoon (r) + Gearth (d) + [TVLH ()] VLH [T (qB-j aB + Ugp + Utrans (4.60)
The Ugp term represents the Markov process white noise of the gravity perturbations
u 9P = V2c/3
The covariance of this term fills in the gravity perturbation state portion of the Q matrix
and is written as
E Upup} = Qgp6 (t - 7)
Qgp = 2 23
The utrans term represents unmodeled spacecraft accelerations and is commonly referred
to as translational process noise. See Table 5.7 in Chapter 5 for its numeric value. Like
all other white noise in this system, it is defined as
F {UtranstUrans} Qtrans (t - T)
Plugging equations (4.59) and (4.60) into (4.58) results in
b' = [Gmoon,,, (i) - Gmoon (r)] + [Gearth d) - Gearth (d)
+ TLVLH (')] LVLH [TLVLH 9 LVLH (4.61)
+ [T (^BI)l &B - [T (q, 1 )] aB
-Ugp 
- Utrans
Using the fact that br = r - r and 6d = d - d. we can write [Gmoon (i) - Gmoon (r)1
and [Gearth (d) - Gearth (d)] as Gmoon (dr) and Gearth (6d), respectively. These spherical
gravity functions must be linearized about the nominal trajectory as dictated by the rules
of linear covariance analysis. A first order Taylor series expansion allows for
x
f 4~)
[26]
(4.62)
- f (x)
The f (i) terms cancel out and the result is applied to the point mass gravity model for
the Moon.
Gmoon( () OGmoonGmoon (6r) = o r) 6r (4.63)
where G,,,oon is simply Newton's 2 "d law [26] from which the required partial derivatives
are easily taken [27].
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The representation for Gearth (6d) follows naturally from Gmoon (6r).
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Now we are able to return to the simplification of equation (4.61). Simplifying the notation
for the transformations and inserting the simpler gravity notation yields
Gmoon (Sr) 6r
+ [LH LLH
B I
+ Gmoon (dd) 6r
- TLVLH] LVLH
- [TB] aB
The gravity perturbation and acceleration portions of this equation now must be
further reduced. Dealing first with the gravity perturbations, it is desirable to get them
- Ugp (4.64)
- Utrans
= f(i-6x) (i) - x)
f () - (2- x,) 6X
6vi
into the familiar form of [.] 6gLVLH where 6g8 LVLH - LVLH LVLH. This requires
work on the transformation matrix TLVLH. It can be re-written as T TLH L H ere
TL LjLH is the identity matrix minus the cross product matrix of small angle rotations in
the LVLH frame about small angle Ao as shown below.
1 Aa, -Aay
TLVLH
LVLH -AO 1 Aax
Aay -Aa 1 (4.65)
= - a-A,
TLVLH TLVLH(I-
With this information, the second line of equation (4.64) becomes
TVLHI L _LVLH - [1 ]LVLH + [VLH] agg LVLH
A similar reduction is now needed on the acceleration components of equation (4.64).
Mirroring the steps above, we write
T = T BT
Small angle rotations in the body frame gives the standard cross product transformation
matrix for 80.
1 60z 
-50,
S= -50z 1 60,
60Y -60x 1
I= - 60®
The third line of equation (4.64) becomes
= [T] B -[T] aB + L] 03aB -Utrans
= [^I] 6aB + [T] 0®aB -Utrans
Substituting 6aB with its error model given in equation(4.54), substituting aB with equa-
tion (4.52) and neglecting second order terms, and combining all previous simplifications
allows us to write the velocity error derivative equation in final form [22].
6v = (Gmoon (6r) + Gmoon (6d)) 6r
+ I T^LIVLH _ [tLVLHl P (4.66)
+ [Ti] (-F,6- a - Da 6s a -6 + ua)
-[thi] (aeas) 60 - Utrans
Attitude Error Derivative
One approach to arriving at the attitude error derivative stems from the linearization of
the Bortz equation, which is a representation of the time derivative of a rotation vector
in terms of its angular velocity. The Bortz equation hold true for small angular rotations,
and since our attitude error state, 68 B , corresponds to angular deviations between the
nominal and estimated body frames, its use here is appropriate. The derivation set up
and standard result for the attitude error derivative is taken from references [24] and
[22]. For a more complete, alternative derivation involving quaternions, see [22]. The
complete Bortz equation as well as a more useful form which neglects the second order
term is
6B WB 1 B BX WB+ (B X B
±2 12 (4.67)
8 WB 2
We can also use the composition rule for small rotation angles between the nominal and
estimated body frame.
OB = OB o (-0oB)
6 0 B  B-- _ B BX
2
Taking the derivative of the above equation yields
B *B ;B + B B B
s =0 - 0 +0 x + 0 x
Substituting in equation (4.67), simplifying, and deleting higher order terms results in
the expression for the attitude error derivative.
60B = _ B X 60B + 6WB (4.68)
In order to completely specify the attitude error derivative in terms of its error states, -wB
is replaced with equation (4.46) and wB with equation (4.48) from the gyro derivation
section. After making these substitutions and discarding higher order terms the final form
of the attitude error derivative is reached.
60 = - (wUeas).O - F6y, - Dgds, -6, -6,rn + u, + , (4.69)
Gravity Perturbations Error Derivative
Recall that the gravity perturbations introduced in the previous chapter are modeled as a
Markov process and therefore hold a place in our state error derivative calculations. The
gravity perturbation error derivative is
6 LVLH ,_ 6 LVLH + u (4.70)
Where 3, the inverse of the Markov time constant, is a diagonal matrix with a component
for each LVLH direction. The random white noise ugp is defined by
E {UgpU j = Q6 (t - -)
= 2 2 / (t -T)
As previously mentioned, or is the gravity perturbation standard of deviation in the hor-
izontal and vertical directions from a table look-up as a function of altitude above the
lunar surface.
Gyro Error Derivative
From the gyro model section, we know that the gyro error contains a Markov bias error
state. Therefore, the gyro error derivative is written as
-1
60m = 6-3m + Uq (4.71)
Once again, the white noise associated with the Markov bias error state is defined as
E {UqU = Qq,6 (t - )
= 2cr2 6 (t - )
The spectral amplitude Qq is a diagonal matrix equal to the square of the noise associated
with the Markov bias from Table 4.1.
State Error Derivative Summary and Process Noise
Recall from the beginning of the section the matrix equation for writing state error deriva-
tives.
6i = A6x + Gu
The previous subsections for position, velocity, attitude, and gyro, and gravity perturba-
tion error derivatives provide all the necessary components to write out the A, G, and Q
matrices required to propagate the state error covariance. We will now factor out these
components and place them in the appropriate matrix locations. Keep in mind once again
that the state errors of interest to the overall system dynamics are
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For the scenario based analysis, most cases will employ both inertial and non-inertial sen-
sors. For these situations the state error vector and corresponding A, G, and Q matrices
6x =( r  v' 6  B -Yg 5s, 6s g 6/3m
0
(Gm + G,)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
will scale in size to the appropriate number of error states. To reiterate an important
point, additional sensors do not impact the non-zero terms of the covariance propagation
matrices displayed here. The scaling involves adding more zeros to the matrices due to
the fact that the state errors for all non-inertial sensors are constant.
The system dynamics are embodied by the A matrix, while the process noise is em-
bodied by GQGT The individual noise amplitudes for the gyros, accelerometers, and
gravity perturbations have been previously defined, allowing the composite Q matrix to
be written E {uuT} = Q For reference,
Q O0 0 0 0
ua 0 Qa 0 0 0
u= Uq Q= 0 0 Qq 0 0
Ugp 0 0 0 Qgp 0
Utrans 0 0 0 0 Qtrans
0 0 000
0 Ti" 0 0 IB
I 0 0 00
0 0 000
0 0 000
G= 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 100
0 0 000
0 0 000
0 0 000
0 0 010
GQGT =
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QVRW + Qtrans
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Finally, it must be noted that the implementation of a random walk process noise requires
careful attention to units. Had the simulation used discrete covariance propagation, the
process noise would have been implemented as (QVRW + Qtrans) At and QARWAt. But we
are integrating the continuous P to propagate covariance, and the random walk process
noise spectral amplitudes should not be multiplied by the time step.
4.3.4 Covariance Update Due to Measurements
The manner in which the state error covariance propagates through time has been cov-
ered in detail. The remaining piece of the puzzle is how to update the covariance when
a measurement is taken. The measurement sensitivity matrix, H, is responsible for cap-
turing the measurement model; it is size m by n where m is the number of measurements
for a particular sensor at time tk, and n is the number of error states. As discussed in
Chapter 2, measurements for this analysis take on a variety of forms, from attitude and
range, to position and rate measurements. No matter what type of measurement is in
use, the steps for building the H matrix remain the same. View the H matrix derivation
by keeping in mind that some measurements z used in this study are non-linear functions
of the nominal state variables x* [26] [8].
z h(x* - x) + v
z h(*,t) - 6x + v (4.72)
H
The derivations of the H matrices used in this study are not trivial and therefore covered
in detail in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5
LINCOV Details
This chapter provides additional details pertinent to the LINCOV simulation, including
the sensitivity H matrices for the sensor suite, the sensor error values, and simulation
initialization details.
5.1 Measurement Sensitivity H Matrix Derivations
5.1.1 Attitude Quaternion Measurement
The attitude quaternion measurement is valid for the ISC star tracker and standard star
tracker. Modeling attitude in terms of a quaternion is common filtering practice due to
the numerical benefits it offers.
Star Tracker
This section closely follows a star tracker derivation presented in reference [23]. It begins
with a commonly modeled star tracker measurement in the form of a. quaternion from the
inertial to star tracker frame.
ST q ST qST' q (5.1)
qS T
75
where q, is the nominal spacecraft attitude expressed as an inertial to body quaternion
and qT is the quaternion from the spacecraft body to star tracker frame. The star
tracker misalignment, qST, is the quaternion from the nominal star tracker to actual star
tracker frame; if the star tracker is perfectly mounted then this quantity represents zero
misalignment. Notice that the white noise term is omitted from (5.1), implying that qs T
is the estimated measurement; the typical estimation hat notation is left out for notational
ease.
We begin our development of
with respect to the star tracker
quaternion definition yields
the sensitivity matrix by taking the measurement partials
misalignment. Writing the misalignment in terms of its
ST qST'Q ST' = ST
qST'
Where 6ST is a vector of small misalignment
mation for the misalignment quaternion.
cos ( 6 sr)
6 STsin (sr/ 2 )
6ST
(5.2)
angles, resulting in the following approxi-
qST
L s
(5.3)
If the inertial to star tracker measurement is perturbed slightly, it
misalignment quaternion.
q (qS, (9 qi Tf @ q = qS
Taking the partial of equation (5.4) with respect to the vector
quaternion yields
(S [IST  1
sT [1I3x3
=ST 2a
simply reduces to the
1
26ST
(5.4)
portion of the misalignment
(5.5)
The perturbation technique is also used to determine the measurement partial with
respect to attitude states. Equation 5.6 presents the derivation from [23], where q,,ef is
defined as a reference attitude close to the nominal spacecraft attitude, q. Additionally,
q* is the notation for the quaternion conjugate, [q0] is the matrix notation for quaternion
multiplication, and [q*0*] is the matrix notation for quaternion conjugate multiplication.
qT
S= q q Sq re) ( qref)
=ST (T)* 0* 6q)
O [TSTSO B j -q
(5.6)
The transformation matrix from body to star tracker frame is defined as follows [13].
1 -2 (q + q )
2 (q2ql + q3qo)
2 (q3ql - q2qo0)
qST=
QB
2 (qlq 2 - q3qo)
1 - 2 (q2 + q )
2 (q3q2 + qlqo)
2 (qlq 3 + q2q0)
2 (q2q3 + qlqo)
1 - 2 (q + q2)
The partial derivative of the vector portion of 6qST with respect to the attitude pertur-
bation vector yields the desired H matrix component for the attitude states.
ST
B___ =
(5.7)
To summarize, the star tracker sensitivity matrix is provided in equation (5.8) and
Table 5.1 contains the star tracker error values for misalignment and noise.
x =( B
H=[ TB
S6ST)
2 [I]] (5.8)
T =B
where
Star Tracker Errors (la) Baseline (Ball CT-601) ISC Units
Misalignment 15 15 arcsec
Noise 5 18 (pitch/yaw), 30 (roll) arcsec
Table 5.1: Star Tracker Error Model
5.1.2 Range and Range Rate Measurements
For this analysis, two Navsites, one Navsat, four TDRS and three GPS satellites are mod-
eled to provide the filter with range and range rate measurements. A detailed derivation
of the sensitivity matrix is provided in the Navsite subsection below.
Surface Radio Beacon: Navsite/Pseudolites
The relative geometry of the Navsite model is pictured in figure (5-1). The measured
range is modeled as
Figure 5-1: Navsite: Range and Range Rate Measurement
Rmeas = R(1 + K) + p+ u (5.9)
where R is the true range to the lunar beacon, 3 is a generic measurement bias, and u is
white noise with values provided in Table 5.2. In order to construct H, the true range
must be expressed in terms of the state vector elements. The definition of the dot product
and the Law of Cosines allows the true range to be formulated as
R2 r,2 +b'2-2 ri r-bl
Sr bi
R 2 _ I + 2 - 2 ri -
(5.10)
The range portion of the H matrix can now be calculated by taking the partial derivative
of the estimated measured range with respect to the onboard covariance state vector.
0x
The estimated measurement is simply
Rmeas = R(1 + K) +
The non-zero partials are written as
a= R ORmea0o
From equation (5.10), R clearly equals
R = r112 + b' 2 - 2 (rI . b')
Differentiating equation (5.10) with respect to the nominal inertial position yields
2R = 2(r')T - 2(b)
R _ (I)T - (bI)T
DrI - ROR
OR -iR
Or,
(5.11)
Now that all components of the range partial are accounted for, we turn our attention
to the range rate derivation as presented in [4] [21]. The measured range rate is modeled
as
(5.12)Rmeas =R (1 + Krate) + Orate + Urate
By definition, range rate is the projection of the relative velocity onto the range line of
site vector [4].
=(1 +) OR)
- Or!
-
r IT Ob
R = iR -Viel (5.13)
where
I I I
Vrel = Vb - V
V I = W m X b
As before, the true measurement must be written explicitly in terms of the state variables
R.v'
IR
(b'_r) (b I , v)
b' I-r I) . (b'-rI ] 1 / 2
The estimated measurement is simply
Rameas = a (1 + Krae,) + rate
and non-zero partials are written as
ORa= 1Orate r ( + rate)
-- Lj = (1 + Krae) - OA easDv' aR= (1 + KAate) ORov,
Combined use of the product and quotient rule for differentiation on equation (5.14) yield
the following for the partials of range rate with respect to position and velocity.
dr'
I VI RRTDR Rvre 
- R
ov' R 2
I
Vrel
R
(5.15)
(5.16)( - iRiR)
The overall H matrix for the Navsite is built with range partials on the first row and the
range rate partials on the second. The columns correspond to the onboard state vector,
with the applicable primary and sensor states listed for reference.
X = ( r I
ORmrcas
D
DR
vI OB / Orate K Krate
(1
(1 +
Krate) 
.R
0
OR)(1 + Krate) OvI
0 1 0 R 0
0 O 1 0 R
(5.17)
(5.14)
dK
= R
= iR
+ K) OR
Orbiting Radio Beacon: Navsat
The Navsat model geometry is pictured in figure (5-2), and the measured range and range
rate are modeled identically to the Navsite.
Figure 52-I Navsat: Range and Range Rate Measurementr n
Figure 5-2: Navsat: Range and Range Rate Measurement
Rmeas =
Rmeas
(5.18)
(5.19)
R (1 + K) + + u
R (1 + Krate) + /rate + urate
where
R = r 2 + nil2 - 2 (rl n')
ft = iR - Vrel
(5.20)
(5.21)
Obvious similarities exist between the Navsite and Navsat measurements. Both model
range and range rate to a moving target, except the Navsite is fixed to the rotating lunar
surface while the Navsat is traveling in lunar orbit high above, making
V I  
I 
_ VIVrel = Vb-V
I = F'
Vb =
Because the designation of target pointing vectors is the only tangible difference between
the two sensors (R = ni - rI), the Navsat measurement sensitivity derivation and matrix
is identical to the Navsite and provided again for reference.
x= (rI I oB " O3rate K Krate( r)T
(1 + K)4 0 0 1 0 R
H = r . V
(l + Krate) (1 Kate) 0 0 1
Orbiting Radio Beacon: TDRS
0
R
(5.22)
The TDRS geometry is pictured in Figure (5-3), and the measured range and range rate
are modeled identically to the Navsite and Navsat.
TDRS
Figure 5-3: TDRS: Range and Range Rate Measurement
= R(1 + K) + + u
= R (1 + Krate) + #rate + Urate
R = Ir2+/2 tI-2(r'. t)
R = iR Vrel
Rmeas
Rmeas
where
(5.23)
(5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)
Care must be taken to ensure that the MCI TDRS position and velocity are utilized even
though the measurements occur at Earth; this is due to the fact that the coordinate frame
for the mission is Moon-centered. Specifically,
R = rTDRS - P -r
tI
Vrel VTDRS - Vmroon - v I  (5.27)
vt
D/ T DTDRS
VTDRS -VIrTDRSI IrTDRSI
where we recall that p is the vector from the Earth to Moon. For the TDRS sensitivity
matrix, equation (5.1.2) applies.
GPS: Range and Range Rate
Figure 3-7 may be referenced for a review of the GPS geometry. The concept of the range
and range measurement to GPS satellites is almost identical to TDRS; once again GPS
position and velocity should be measured from the inertial frame. The only key difference
from TDRS involves the actual placement of the satellites in the model. Whereas the
TDRS satellites are physically approximated as equatorially orbiting satellites, only a
geometric representation of GPS is enacted to represent the signal spillover affect for the
Earth pointing GPS satellites. GPS positions, rGPs, are calculated at each measurement
as shown in Figure 5-4 to mimic the geometry needed to aquire a GPS signal. Additionally,
the range rate calculation uses a GPS velocity with the appropriate magnitude for a 20,200
km altitude orbit and a direction that is perpendicular to rGPS.
T'able 5.2 summarizes the range and range rate error models discussed in this section.
The error number sources include [22], [3], as well as insight from seasoned members of
the IR&D team.
GPS at tk+I
GPS at
Figure 5-4: GPS Range Geometry
Range Errors (la) Navsite Navsat TDRS Range GPS Units
Bias 5 5 50 100 m
Scale Factor 1.5 1.5 1.5 n/a %
Noise 10 10 50 100 m
Range Rate Errors (la) Navsite Navsat TDRS Range GPS Units
Bias 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 m/s
Scale Factor 1.5 1.5 1.5 n/a %
Noise 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.1 m/s
Table 5.2: Range and Range Rate Error Model
5.1.3 Absolute Position and Velocity Measurements
GPS
Once inside the GPS shell, the required number of four GPS satellites are attainable and
a single absolute position and velocity measurement is assumed. The measurement model
is written simply as
rmeas = r' + , + ur
Vmeas = 
I + ,3 + UV
(5.28)
(5.29)
These measurements are estimated by the filter as
rmeas 
- + Or (5.30)
(5.31)i6meas
Taking the partial derivatives of equations (5.30) and (5.31) with respect to the appro-
priate state variables results in
S-= [I]3x3
meas 
= [I]3x3
av'
eas [3x3
meas = [I]3x3013V
(5.32)
(5.33)
The measurement sensitivity matrix and corresponding states for absolute GPS are pro-
vided below.
x= rI
H = I
0
VI /0r /V)
0 [I] 0
[I] 0 [I] (5.34)
Table 5.3 summarizes the absolute GPS error model.
= t + O,
Position Errors (la) Absolute GPS Units
Bias 25 m
Noise 25 m
Velocity Errors (la) Absolute GPS Units
Bias 0.025 m/s
Noise 0.025 m/s
Table 5.3: Absolute GPS Error Model
5.1.4 Bearing Measurements
Known Landmarks
The optical camera is capable of providing line of sight (LOS) bearing measurements to
visible known landmarks. Unlike the range and range rate measurements, the bearing
measurements of azimuth and elevation are non-linear functions of the nominal state
variables, making the sensitivity matrix derivation highly complex. The "angles-only" H
matrix derivation is presented in depth in references [14] and [8], and to a lesser extent
in [28]. This section presents the set-up and key components of the derivation from these
references, primarily relying on [14].
The bearing measurements to landmarks on the lunar surface are provided in what we
will refer to as the camera, or LOS reference frame as depicted by the geometry sketch in
Figure 5-5. The camera measurements are modeled as azimuth and elevation angles plus
bias and white noise.
azeas = az + /az + Ua (5.35)
elmeas = el + 3et + el (5.36)
From the figure, the line of sight unit vector to the landmark, iLOS, can be expressed in
terms of its angular components.
cos (az) cos (el)RC
LO = inos = sin (az) cos (el) (5.37)
sin (el)
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Keeping in mind the goal is to find [ (dzmeas)
= emeas)
equation (5.37) is re-written in terms of the measured azimuth and elevation angles. Note
that the noise term is excluded because this is the estimated LOS; hat notation is not
included to avoid excessive complication.
cos (azmeas - Oaz) cos (el - Oel)
sin (az - 3az) cos (el - 3el) (5.38)
sin (el - 3ei)
Clearly the measured angles are nonlinear functions of the state variables, which at this
point are not even present in the above equation. Therefore, we turn our focus to writing
the line of sight vector, R os in terms of the state variables. The LOS vector is easily
calculated in inertial coordinates as
RLos = L I  r I
where L is the inertial vector to the landmark from figure 5-5. The inertial line of sight
vector may be equated to the camera line of site vector through a series of coordinate
transformations of small angle vectors.
RCo = (T (E) . T (4) T (0) . TI) Ros (5.39)
cos(az) Cos (el cos(e!)
a z
Xc
L : a\ iBn)
FLOS
Figure 5-5: Known Landmark: Bearing Measurement
The transformations T (E) T (q) are small angle transformations that together reduce
to a generic misalignment transformation from the body to camera frame, T c (F). Small
attitude rotations in the body frame are captured by T (6O), and Ti is the generic
inertial to body transformation. Together these two transformations collapse to the proper
inertial to body transformation of our nominal attitude state, 0u . Equation 5.39 may be
written in an alternate form by substituting the small angle rotations with their equivalent
cross product transformation matrices.
Ros = ( - E) (I - ) - 6) T RIos (5.40)
By setting equations (5.38) and (5.40) equal to each other, an equation for the measure-
ment angles in terms of the state variables emerges.
cos (azmeas - az) cos (el - 3 e1)
R sin (az - 3az) cos (el - = ( - cE) - ) (I - 6 ) T R S
sin (el - Se)
(5.41)
Note that equation 5.41 contains state variables that we are not in possession of (e, 0) due
to the fact that this is a covariance analysis and not a Kalman filter. However, it will soon
become apparent that we still implement an H matrix based on this complete formulation.
The partials are evaluated along the nominal trajectory, the small angle vectors equal zero,
and the solution reduces to functions of the generic constant misalignment defined inside
the simulation, r and the nominal state attitude vector, O B .
Somehow the partials of measured azimuth and elevation with respect to position,
attitude, misalignment, and bias need to emerge from equation 5.41. This is accomplished
using a special representation of the partial derivative of line of site vector with respect
to the state vector, as shown in [14]
dROS -c a RL oCc celmeas i93 eimeas c dazs &azmeasS L OS e Ox LO az Ox Ox
(5.42)
where PaC and PC are defined as
-sin (azmeas - 3az) cos (elneas - /el)
Pazmes- Oameas COS (aZmeas - az) COS (elmeas - /el) (5.43)
0
-sin (elmeas - e1) COS (azmeas - az)
P meas eLOSe -sin (elmeas - el1) sin (alZmeas - /az) (5.44)
cos (elmeas - /e l)
Note that when equations (5.43) and (5.44) are implemented in LINCOV, the biases drop
out because the measured azimuth and elevation are defined by the line of sight vector
geometry as
azmeas = atan2 (R s,y Ros) + 3az (5.45)
dmeas = asin(R osz) + 0e, (5.46)
Although the bearing measurement background is now complete, full derivation of the
applicable measurement partials is lengthy and complex. The set-up of the derivatives
and final H matrix are taken from the detailed derivation and sensitivity matrix provided
in [14]. Note that the key pattern of the derivation is to equate the appropriate partial
derivative of equation (5.39) and equation (5.42).
For the partials of azimuth and elevation with respect to inertial position,
R TTT T LOS = -T T BTT-T = -T (5.47)
Setting 5.47 equal to equation (5.42), the measurement partials are solved to equal
azmeas _ -P TT (5.48)
r' R cos2 (el)
elmeas _-PC T c
el (5.49)
Or I  RLOS
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For the partials of azimuth and elevation with respect to the spacecraft attitude state,
0 (I - E) (I - ®) (I - 60) TROS
(5.50)
Setting 5.50 equal to equation (5.42), the measurement partials equal
OaZmeas
or I
8 elmeas
or'
PC X ic T
cos2 (Cl)
= P x i os)
(5.51)
(5.52)
The partials of azimuth and elevation with respect to a generic spacecraft misalign-
ment fall out of taking the partials of equations (5.39) and (5.42) with respect to the
small angle misalignment e and evaluating along the nominal trajectory.
& (I - e®) (I (5.53)
Setting 5.53 equal to equation (5.42), the measurement partials equal
dazmeas
Oelmeas
or
(p2z xioS)
cos 2 (e)
( C i )
= el iOS
(5.54)
(5.55)
The partials with respect to the angle biases are simply
Oazmeas
delmeas
(0el
= 1
= 1
(5.56)
(5.57)
The H matrix for bearing angle measurements is constructed, with the applicable
state vectors provided for reference.
X0= rTz eOB Odaz '3e r)
&ROS
60B
ORcOS
Or
- +) (I -60.) Ros
TI RLOS
X --( I
Pa xi LOS)
cos2 (el)
(P, xi os )T
P1 C xiCos) T
S 1 0 cos2 (el)
.O 1 (P xi os
(5.58)
Skymark provides a bearing measurement in the exact same manner as the known land-
marks, with its geometry pictured in Figure 5-6 and
azmeas
elmeas
- az + az + az
- el + /3 el + ed
(5.59)
(5.60)
with
RIos = 81 - rLos
See equation 5.58 for the SkyMark measurement sensitivity matrix, and Table 5.4 for the
SkyMark error values.
Figure 5-6: Skymark: Bearing Measurement
Bearing Angle Errors (la) Landmarks SkyMark Units
Bias 0.23 0.0015 deg
Misalignment 0.05 0.05 deg
Noise 0.23 0.05 deg
Table 5.4: Bearing Angles Error Model
a (dazmeas)
ax
Skymark
5.1.5 Bearing and Range Measurements
LIDAR and Corner Cubes
A LIDAR measurement to a corner cube provides bearing angles and range. Therefore,
the LIDAR measurement is simply a combination of the previously derived models for
range (see Navsite) and bearing (see landmarks).
Rmeas
a/,reas
elmeas
= R(1 + K) +u
= az + 3az + uaz
(5.61)
(5.62)
(5.63)= el + /e + ue
The complete LIDAR H matrix is provided in equation 5.64, along with the basic geo-
metric depiction in Figure 5-7.
x= ri B " 3az Je,3 r / K)
(1 + K) OR
0'rI
0
cos
2 (el)
exLS
00 0
(PC *XCi) T1 0 cos 2 (el)
0 1 P Xi os)T
"Cl OS
o P ,,
1 i?
(5.64)
Table 5.5 summarizes the combination of range and bearing error values used for the
LIDAR model.
Bearing Angle Errors (lr) LIDAR Units
Bias 0.33 deg
Misalignment 0.05 deg
Noise 0.33 deg
Range Errors (lo) LIDAR Units
Bias 6.67 m
Scale Factor 1.5 %
Noise 6.67 m
Table 5.5: LIDAR Error Model
OR
Ox
ox
Figure 5-7: LIDAR: Bearing and Range Measurement
5.2 Measurement Constraints
The LINCOV simulation includes some simple constraints on measurement availability.
The primary limit imposed on most sensors is a maximum measurement distance, with
values provided in Table 5.6. LIDAR range is based on reference [15]; Navsite and Navsat
ranges are very loosely based on [3], with other range values assumed reasonable.
Sensor Maximum Range
Landmarks 16,000 km
LIDAR 786 km
Navsites 16,000 km
Navsat 20,000 km
Skymark 75,000 km
GPS Section 3.1.3
TDRS within GEO
Table 5.6: Assumed Maximum Sensor Ranges
To ensure an unobstructed measurement, sensors on the lunar surface have a basic
elevation angle restriction of 100, where elevation angle is measured from the local horizon
to the spacecraft as shown in Figure 5-8. The assumed omni-directional nature of Navsat
and TDRS measurements require a less stringent measurement constraint. Referring to
Figure 5-9, the radio signal will be unobstructed if p is greater than the Moon's radius
Figure 5-8: Elevation Angle Constraint for Navsites, LIDAR, Landmarks
for the Navsat, or the Earth's radius for TDRS.
R iR
Navsat TDRS
Figure 5-9: Measurement Constraint for Navsat, TDRS
5.3 LINCOV Initialization and Measurement Noise
Before moving on to the results presentation in Chapter 6, a few additional details per-
taining to the LINCOV set-up are provided. The inertial covariance matrix is initialized
by the diagonals of the initial position, velocity, and attitude variances.
a2 [I]
Po= 0
0
0
a [I]
0
0
0
20 X
(5.65)
The spherical initialization parameter values for the covariance matrix are defined in Table
5.7. The table also includes the value for translational process noise (see Q matrix from
Chapter 4) based on a typical quiescent vehicle with crew members onboard [3].
1 - a Covariance Initialization
Ur 100 m
O-V 0.01 m/s
oa 2 deg
Translational Process Noise
Utrans 0.003 /
Table 5.7: LINCOV Initialization Parameters
Recall that each sensor modeled in this chapter included a measurement noise term.
The R for measurement noise is written as the diagonal of the sensor noise variances. For
example, if a sensor has a 1o noise value of u, the R matrix is
(5.66)
5.4 Implementation Issues
In large covariance simulations, numerical rounding issues can have adverse computational
effects. The size of the covariance matrix scales upward as sensors are added, compounding
the difficulty of maintaining its symmetry. For this reason, the error covariance matrix is
operated on at every calculation to maintain its symmetry.
(5.67)P =+ 2
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Chapter 6
LINCOV Simulation Results
The results of the linear covariance analysis trade study for the mission scenario defined
in Chapter 2 will now be presented. The sensors utilized in this navigation trade study
have been described and modeled in Chapters 3-5. There are thirty-three cases which
comprise the scenario based analysis. Each case is supplied a number and is uniquely
defined by its sensor combinations. A chart is presented in Figure 6-1 to distinguish
the sensor configurations. The chart is color coded based on the key provided. The
sensor configurations are numbered 1-33 on the far left vertical column. An "X" in a box
corresponds to the appropriate sensor columns which are broken up into three categories.
The green category includes the IMUs, star tracker, and ISC; these sensors are operable in
any region of outer space. The yellow sensor columns include lunar region measurement
devices: the Navsat, Navsites, optical camera for known landmarks, and LIDAR for use
with the corner cube. The blue column indicates sensors for use in the Earth region,
to include TDRS, SkyMark, range GPS, and absolute GPS. With the exception of cases
1-9, each sensor configuration case contains at least one sensor from each of the three
categories. The rows of the sensor suite matrix are also divided by color. Cases 1-9 are
gray to indicate that these cases were only simulated for the three, 100 km altitude lunar
orbit portion of the mission. The light green section indicates the simplest sensor cases,
each having only one lunar sensor and one Earth sensor. These cases represent the least
complexity; for example, it is not unreasonable to imagine that the same optical device
which measures known lunar landmarks be applied later in the mission for SkyMark. The
light blue section indicates sensor combinations of increasing complexity; Cases 16-31
have boxes checked for at least three sensors in the Moon and Earth categories. Finally,
the orange section is reserved for Cases 32 and 33, which have the distinction of being the
most viable sensor package in terms of current flight readiness. Note that lunar gravity
perturbations are present in each scenario; these perturbations are significant in lunar
orbit but have diminished effect the further away the spacecraft travels from the Moon.
6.1 Sensor Suite Trade Study
6.1.1 Cases 1 - 9: Attitude Focus in Lunar Orbit
The trade study commences by examining the simplest possible sensor case. an inertial
measurement unit. The covariance is initialized in the simulation using the values pro-
vided in Chapter 5. The position, velocity, and attitude error covariance plots for Case
1 are displayed in Figure 6-2. The position errors exhibit typical periodic altitude (per-
pendicular direction) and crossrange (angular momentum direction) patterns for orbital
motion, as well as a cumulative growth of downrange error. Due to standard coupling
between downrange and altitude direction in orbit, the velocity errors instead exhibit a
cumulative altitude direction growth and periodic downrange and crossrange. The un-
bounded total error growth for position and velocity is expected because no measurements
are being taken. Additionally, the effect of gravity perturbations is significant in a 100
km lunar orbit; neglecting gravity perturbations would have mitigated the upward trend
of the altitude and crossrange position errors. The attitude error with the MIMU gyro
grows at such a slow rate it gives the appearance of being constant.
Figure 6-3 displays the attitude error covariance for Case 2, which consists of a lower
fidelity LN200 IMU. Note that the larger error terms in the LN200 model precipitate
a much faster unbounded attitude error growth. The attitude error for Case 3 sees a
significant improvement from Cases 1 and 2 due to the addition of the star tracker, which
provides attitude measurements. The error plot for Case 3 is shown in Figure 6-4 and
reveals an immediate attitude error drop and holds an RSS error around only 0.0125
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Figure 6-1: Sensor Suite Matrix
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Figure 6-3: Case 2 Attitude Error (LN200)
degrees. Inclusion of the star tracker introduces saw-tooth oscillations in the attitude
error due to the discrete, periodic nature of the measurement. The attitude error is
highest in the body Y (yaw) because the spacecraft is spinning about this axis to stay
pointed at the Moon. The growth of the saw-tooth patterned attitude error is due to the
gyro errors. When the star tracker takes a measurement, the attitude error drops to a
value determined by the star tracker error.
Case 4 highlights the effect of using a lower precision gyro. Although the star tracker
leads to a sharp drop and hold in overall attitude error like Case 3, the overall RSS settles
at a higher error value and the magnitude of the oscillations are increased as shown in
Figure 6-5.
Finally, Case 5 offers the poorest attitude error performance of any of the gyro/star
tracker combinations. Not only does the poorer gyro model lead to higher maximum
saw-tooth peaks, but the higher measurement errors for the ISC star tracker (Table 5.1)
raises the lowest point of the oscillations as shown in Figure 6-6. Examining Cases 6-9
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Figure 6-4: Case 3 Attitude Error (MIMU, ST)
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Figure 6-5: Case 4 Attitude Error (LN200, ST)
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would not be beneficial to the study. For example, Case 6 calls for a MIMU IMU and
ISC. The combination would consist of a MIMU gyro, ISC gyro, and ISC star tracker; it
is reasonable to assume that the MIMU gyro would be given preference over the ISC gyro
and the case breaks down. In fairness to the ISC, keep in mind that it possesses significant
mass, power, and volume savings, and settles at an RSS attitude error not terribly worse
than that of Case 4. For applications with less stringent attitude requirements and greater
cost restrictions, the ISC may be a reasonable option. The results of the attitude error
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Figure 6-6: Case 5: Attitude Error (ISC)
cases are summarized in Table 6-7.
On a final note for the attitude error focused portion of the study, the rationale behind
the fact that Cases 1-9 are run for lunar orbit only requires a brief explanation. Note from
the results summary that Case 3 has the best attitude error performance. Attempting to
run the best possible attitude case for the full mission scenario results in the covariance
matrix becoming ill-conditioned due to significant error growth and the simulation fails
before even reaching TEI (Figure 6-8). In addition to the error covariance, this figure
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h delity 6.9971 6.1863 3.4644
lower fdejit 6.9971 6.1863 6.8429
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standard startracker 6.9971 6.1863 0.0076
low fidelityyro 6.9971 6.1863 0.0136
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Figure 6-7: Results Summary Cases 1-9
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Figure 6-8: Case 3 (MIMU, ST) Position Error Failure
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includes a subplot of sensor flags to indicate when a measurement is taking place in the
simulation. These sensor flags will be included in most plots for the remainder of the
analysis. The gyros are indicated by magenta flags, the star tracker yellow, and red for
accelerometer measurements. Although this case failed to complete the mission, Figure
6-8 nicely illustrates some of the basic system dynamics derived in Chapter 4. At 5.92
hrs Burn 1 takes place and a noticeable increase in the position error occurs. This is
because the accelerometer errors are activated during the burn and feed directly into the
6i line of the A matrix dynamics equation. When the P equation gets integrated, the
accelerometer errors reach the position errors due to the identity matrix correlation in the
A matrix between the 6i- equation and the 6v states.
Figure 6-8 also illustrates an unsurprising, but rather key finding: the lack of position
and velocity measurements leads to such high error growth that it prohibits completion
of a cislunar trajectory. Additional measurements besides the IMU and star tracker are
required to successfully navigate from the Moon to Earth, as Cases 10-33 will illustrate.
6.1.2 Case 20: In Depth Look
Sensor Cases 10 - 33 comprise the bulk of the covariance trade study. The large size of
the sensor suite makes a detailed examination into each case impractical. For this reason,
Case 20 has been selected for in-depth analysis of its covariance results. Case 20, which
is comprised of a Navsat in lunar orbit and GPS for Earth vicinity measurements, was
chosen for several reasons. As will be later discussed, the range, range rate, position,
and velocity measurements make this case one of the top navigation performers in the
suite. The fact that there is only a single sensor providing measurements at the Moon
makes dissecting the covariance patterns more manageable, yet the huge effect of the
relative geometry between the spacecraft and Navsat on the measurements makes the
interpretation that much more interesting. Toward the Earth, GPS measurements begin
relatively far out compared to other sensors and make features on the covariance easily
distinguishable.
The position, velocity, and attitude error plots along the entire length of the mission
scenario trajectory are displayed in Figures 6-9 through 6-11. Note that the black
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Figure 6-11: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS) Attitude Error
flags in the lunar vicinity represent Navsat measurements. The more spread out cyan,
magenta, and blue flags near the Earth are GPS range measurements, followed by a
small section of black flags for absolute GPS measurements. At a glance we see that the
measurements have a visible effect on the position and velocity navigation error plots.
The overall pattern will look familiar among all cases in the trade study. Measurements
taken during the 100 km orbit cause sharp reductions in the position error growth from
process noise and gravity perturbations, creating the oscillations as the spacecraft makes
three complete orbits. Measurements during the large intermediate orbit are less effective;
strong measurements are taken as the spacecraft reaches perigee near TEI, and in transit
the error smoothly continues to rise due to a lack of measurements. When the spacecraft
is able to take measurements near Earth the error drops to a final end state navigation
value. The attitude plots are featureless on this scale and are simply extensions of the
attitude results provided for Case 3. We now commence a focused look into Case 20
position results.
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Case 20: Lunar Focus on Navigation Position Errors for Navsat IC1
In a zoom of Figure 6-9, Figure 6-12 displays the vehicle position navigation error from 0 -
35 hours with several labeled features that will be discussed in this section. In the 100 km
circular lunar orbit that takes place from time zero until Burn 1 at 5.92 hours, the Navsat
range measurements lead to error improvements in all directions. The Navsat is visible
and provides one section of measurements for each lunar orbit. Gaps in the measurements
are due to the fact that the Navsat signal must have a clear line of sight to the Moon
to provide measurements to the spacecraft. The effect of Burn 1 is difficult to see due
to the fact that measurements are still taking place; however, looking closely reveals that
the slope of the error increases when the burn commences. Additionally, this fourth error
spike near the burn and denoted by a boxed 1 on Figure 6-12 peaks at a higher error
value than if there had been no accelerometer errors, as shown in Figure 6-13.
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Figure 6-12: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS) Position Error - Moon Focus
The next few labeled features are in the segment of the 24 hour lunar orbit described in
Chapter 2. During this segment our distance from the lunar surface increases and velocity
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Figure 6-13: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS)- No Accelerometer Errors
decreases as we progress toward apogee of the intermediate orbit. Therefore, although
measurements are taken throughout this segment, they are clearly less effective than in
the 100 km orbit and responsible for the overall upward trend for this time period. The
one noticeable exception is the dip around 12 hrs when the measurements turn back on
after a short time period of the Navsat being out of range of the spacecraft. Note that
the velocity errors in Figure 6-14 decrease during the intermediate orbit; the spacecraft
velocity is lower and the range rate scale factor term leads to lower velocity errors. Despite
the overall upward position error trend, there are some interesting features to the error,
namely the dips in the in-plane perpendicular error direction (A and C) in Figure 6-12,
and the drop in the velocity direction (B). These single component features are artifacts
of the coordinate system and measurement geometries. To aid in the explanation of these
features we look to Figure 6-15, which shows the relative positions of the spacecraft and
Navsat at the designated points in the X-Y plane. On this figure, blue arrows represent
approximate velocity vector directions. Turning first to point A, an explanation is desired
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Figure 6-14: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS) Velocity Error - Moon Focus
as to why there is such a noticeable error drop in the perpendicular direction. If a line
of sight is drawn between the Navsat and spacecraft at the point in time corresponding
to the minimum of the error dip at A, we see that the line is almost nearly aligned with
the magenta arrow. This arrow represents the in-plane direction perpendicular to the
velocity vector, meaning that the measurement is briefly aligned in the direction of that
component.
At point B a similar sort of alignment is observed with the spacecraft and Navsat
velocity vectors, which is in fact the error direction of greatest reduction. Perhaps more
importantly, the Navsat and spacecraft are very close and slow relative to one another at
this point, causing the range and range rate scale factor effects on position error to go
down. Like point A, point C shows an alignment of the perpendicular direction along
the range direction. The attribution of unique position error features in the intermediate
orbital phase to geometric relationships between the Navsat and spacecraft is further
supported in the following sections. Each set of Navsat initial conditions creates different
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error patterns in the 24 hour orbit as the relative geometry impacts the range measurement
to the Navsat. This emphasizes the importance of phasing when few, or in this case one,
satellite is present. Another noticeable feature worth examining in the intermediate orbit
occurs at Burn 2 around 21 hours (point 2 on Figure 6-12). A small dip is observed in the
total error at this point, in conjunction with a crossing of the individual error lines from
a change in the coordinate system orientation. The divot is a result of the sudden change
in measurement geometry due to the plane change induced by the burn. Running Case
20 with the plane change burn removed from the simulation results in the uninterrupted
position error shown in Figure 6-16.
x 104 Moon to Earth Trajectory for MCI system: Moon Centered Plot
0 0.5 1 1.5
X (km) x 10
4
Figure 6-15: Navsat/Spacecraft Relative Geometry
The final two focus points center around Burn 3, the TEI burn. Because measure-
ments are taking place, the effect of the accelerometer errors is once again difficult to
gage. Looking closely at point 3 on Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13, the diminished effect
of the measurements due to the burn is apparent. Finally, at a glance the overall error
decrease due to measurements around 30 hours (label D) may seem disproportionately
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Figure 6-16: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS) - No Plane Change
large. Considering that during this time period the spacecraft is approaching perigee
and moving very quickly as shown in Figure 6-15 supports a more effective measurement
due to the favorable orbital dynamics. Also, the measurement effects at point D are not
actually as drastic as they seem if we view the position error on a linear scale as shown
in Figure 6-17.
Case 20: Navsat Geometry Sensitivity
This section incorporates a geometry sensitivity look at the position errors based on four
Navsat initial conditions. The Navsat initial positions are defined in Table 6.1, where IC1
is the nominal Navsat initial position for Case 20 that has been analyzed in the preceding
sections. Figure 6-18 displays the position results for each of the four Navsat initial
conditions, and Figure 6-19 presents the RSS overlay plot. Viewing the navigation
results of just four Navsat initial positions makes the extreme sensitivity of geometry
abundantly clear. The navigation performance in lunar orbit for a range and range rate
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Navsat Initial Positions
ICi IC2 IC3 IC4
X 10,000 km 0 -10,000 km 0
Y 0 10,000 km 0 -10,000 km
Z 0 0 0 0
Table 6.1: Navsat Initial Positions on MCI Axes
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Figure 6-18: Case 20 Navsat Initial Condition Sensitivity
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measurement to an orbiting beacon is extremely dependent on the relative geometry
between the spacecraft and beacon. These first look geometric sensitivity results show that
for this mission trajectory, a Navsat initial condition which results in more measurements
during the 24 hour orbit does not necessarily lead to the lowest navigation error at TEI.
Conversely, although IC2 attains the lowest error around TEI, the build up of navigation
errors toward the end of the intermediate orbit may or may not be acceptable based on
the mission parameters. The drastic effect of the relative geometry between the Navsat
and spacecraft on navigation in lunar orbit is an interesting problem that merits future
study.
Case 20: Earth Focus on Navigation Position Errors
With the exception of the star tracker and IMU being active the entire mission, when
the Navsat goes out of range no measurements are taken in transit to Earth until the
first spillover GPS signal becomes available. This spillover signal provides range and
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range rate measurements along the line of sight to the spacecraft. Once inside the GPS
shell, an absolute position and velocity fix is attained. The Earth focused position and
velocity navigation errors are shown in Figures 6-20 and 6-21. The stair-step pattern
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Figure 6-20: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS) Position Error - Earth Focus
in the position error corresponds directly to the GPS range measurements. A sharp
drop in error occurs when the first absolute GPS measurement is attained, and further
measurements of this kind lead to a smooth descent in position error until the simulation
terminates at Earth EI. The gradual increase in the velocity error while range and range
rate measurements are taken may be attributed to the increasing effect of the Earth's
gravitational pull as the spacecraft speeds closer.
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Figure 6-21: Case 20 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, GPS) Velocity Error - Earth Focus
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6.1.3 Cases 10 - 33: Spanning the Sensor Suite
This section is devoted to the remainder of the scenario based analysis. Because even/odd
test cases are identical except for MIMU vs LN200 IMUs (Appendix A), only the even
numbered (MIMU) plots will be presented.
Case 10: Known Landmarks, SkyMark
The navigation position and velocity error plots along the full trajectory for Case 10 are
displayed in Figures 6-22 and 6-23. The landmark measurements are marked by the blue
and green flags on the left, and the SkyMark measurements are the small cluster of green,
blue, black, and yellow flags on the far right. Figure 6-24 zooms in on the position
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Figure 6-22: Case 10 (MIMU, ST, Landmarks, SkyMark) Position Error
error plot in the lunar region. Some of the same general error trends from the Navsat
are observed for the known landmark measurements. Specifically, the most powerful
measurements occur in the 100 km lunar orbit, followed by when the spacecraft returns
to perigee after the intermediate orbit. Once again, the measurements in the large 24 hour
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Figure 6-23: Case 10 (MIMU, ST, Landmarks, SkyMark) Velocity Error
orbit are not terribly effective at reducing navigation error. Also note that only three of the
six landmarks are visible in the 100 km lunar orbit due to elevation angle requirements for
the optical camera, and the measurements are of relatively short duration. Despite this,
the error reduction cycle of approximately one order of magnitude during measurements
in the 100 km orbit are of comparable effectiveness to the Navsat. This indicates that
taking a measurement after a lapse in measurement updates has the greatest effect on
error reduction; another way to consider this is the effect of diminishing return once the
primary drop due to a good measurement occurs. Additional measurements will maintain
the error, but not necessarily cause further improvement. Note that unlike the Navsat,
a lack of landmark measurements around Burn 3 leads to a poorer navigation error for
TEI. Looking toward the Earth end of Figure 6-22, the measurement features for the
SkyMark are rather unremarkable. Besides the initial dent when the measurements first
turn on and two other noticeable decreases around 118.5 hrs and at EI, the overall trend
is a smoothly decreasing position error.
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Case 12: Nasat, TDRS
Case 12 is comprised of lunar Navsat and TDRS measurements at Earth as given in
Figures 6-25 and 6-26. For the lunar portion, the observations from Case 20 apply. The
most noticeable feature for Case 12 is that because the TDRS measurements do no turn
on until later than all other Earth measurements examined thus far, the navigation error
includes a significant spike near Earth prior to the measurements taking effect. Once the
TDRS measurements do take hold, a significant drop in error occurs.
Case 14: NaTsites, TDRS
Case 14 consists of two lunar Navsites and TDRS as presented in Figures 6-27 and 6-
28. The Navsites provide excellent navigation measurements in 100 km orbit, with the
typical waning effectiveness in the intermediate orbit. A large spike is observed at 30
hours because no measurements are taking place at the TEI burn and the accelerometer
errors dominate.
U-3
errors dominate.
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Figure 6-25: Case 12 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, TDRS) Position Error
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Figure 6-26: Case 12 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, TDRS) Velocity Error
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Figure 6-28: Case 14 (MIMU, ST, Navsites, TDRS) Velocity Error
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Case 16: Navsites, LIDAR, TDRS
Case 16 is identical to Case 14 except it includes a LIDAR measurement to a corner cube
while in 100 km lunar orbit as represented by the dark yellow flags on the position and
velocity error plots in Figure 6-29 and 6-30. Zooming to the first six hours of the position
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Figure 6-29: Case 16 (MIMU, ST, Navsites, LIDAR, TDRS) Position Error
error, it is disappointing to see that for all practical purposes, the LIDAR measurement is
completely ineffective as shown in Figure 6-31. The reason for this will become apparent
shortly in the sensor error sensitivity section.
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Figure 6-31: Case 16 (MIMU, ST, Navsites, LIDAR, TDRS) Position Error - Lunar Focus
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Case 18: Navsat, Range GPS
The cases covered thus far have introduced all possible sensors available in the suite.
Beginning with this subsection, the comments on most covariance error plots for the
remaining cases will be somewhat limited in order to avoid burdensome repetition with
the upcoming comparative analysis section.
Figures 6-32 and 6-33 provide the error plots for Case 18, which is identical to the
previously examined Case 20, but without absolute GPS measurements responsible for a
large decrease in end state navigation error.
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Figure 6-32: Case 18 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, Range GPS) Position Error
Case 22: Navsites, LIDAR, Range GPS, Absolute GPS
Figures 6-34 and 6-35 represent a splicing of the lunar sensors from Cases 16 and the
Earth sensors from Case 20.
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Figure 6-33: Case 18 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, Range GPS) Velocity Error
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Figure 6-34: Case 22 (MIMU, ST, Navsites, LIDAR, GPS) Position Error
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Figure 6-35: Case 22 (MIMU, ST, Navsites, LIDAR, GPS) Velocity Error
Case 24: Navsat, SkyMark, Absolute GPS
Case 24, shown in Figures 6-36 and 6-37 examines the possibly unusual combination of
optical SkyMark measurements as the spacecraft approaches Earth with absolute GPS
measurements. This type of sensor combination would only be useful in a situation
where for some reason it would not be possible to utilize spillover GPS signals for range
measurements, but some form of measurements are desired prior to reaching the GPS
shell.
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Figure 6-36: Case 24 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, SkyMark, Absolute GPS) Position Error
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Figure 6-37: Case 24 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, SkyMark, Absolute GPS) Velocity Error
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Case 26: Navsat, Navsites, SkyMark, TDRS
The sensor combination for Case 26 was intended to determine if two strong measurements
in the lunar region, in conjunction with the SkyMark and later TDRS measurements at
Earth would prove beneficial. The standard position and velocity figures are provided.
Figure 6-40 shows an overlay RSS plot of Cases 12 and 26. In the lunar region, we
see that Navsite and Navsat measurements together (Case 26) lead to strong navigation
error improvements from Case 12. At Earth, although the SkyMark does provide some
earlier error reduction as the spacecraft approaches the planet, the TDRS measurement
is powerful enough that Case 26 has no end state error advantage over Case 12.
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Figure 6-38: Case 26 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, Navsites, SkyMark, TDRS) Position Error
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Figure 6-39: Case 26 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, Navsites, SkyMark, TDRS) Velocity Error
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Position Error RSS
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Case 28: Landmarks, Range GPS, TDRS
The rationale behind Case 28 is similar to Case 26. It examines if the TDRS measurement
can be enhanced by additionally taking GPS range measurements. Unlike Case 26, there
is a slightly lower final position navigation error than if only TDRS has been applied. The
position and velocity error plots are shown in Figures 6-41 and 6-42.
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Figure 6-41: Case 28 (MIMU, ST, Landmarks, Range GPS, TDRS) Position Error
Case 30: Navsat, Navsite, Landmarks, LIDAR, Range GPS, Absolute GPS
Case 30 represents the best possible measurement scenario at the Moon. In the discussion
section we will examine the effect of using all available sensors from the lunar portion of
the suite. The position and velocity error plots are shown in Figures 6-43 and 6-44.
Case 32: Landmarks, Range GPS, Absolute GPS
As previously mentioned, the final case in the trade study includes the most qualified
sensors in terms of flight readiness. The complete position and velocity navigation error
plots for Case 32 are shown in Figures 6-45 and 6-46.
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Figure 6-42: Case 28 (MIMU, ST, Landmarks, Range GPS, TDRS) Velocity Error
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Figure 6-43: Case 30 (MIMU, ST, Navsat, Navsite, Landmarks, LIDAR, GPS) Position
Error
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6.2 Discussion: Sensor Suite Comparative Analysis
Figure 6-1 with the 1 - a position, velocity, and attitude navigation errors at Earth entry
interface is now presented in Figure 6-47. The cases comprising the navigation trade
study have been examined on an individual basis. We now turn our focus to a results
interpretation on a broader scale. Figure 6-48 overlays the RSS position navigation errors
for several cases to highlight the different lunar region sensor configurations. First, we
observe that Case 30, which includes every available lunar sensor from the suite, offers the
best position navigation error. This is viewed in stark contrast to the known landmarks
of Cases 32 and 10, the poorest performers in lunar orbit among the group. Somewhat
surprisingly, despite the fact that over an order of magnitude in navigation error exists
between the best and worst cases at TEI, the final navigation errors for Case 30 and Case
32 are identical. The same may also be said of Cases 12, 14, and 16. The lunar vicinity
navigation errors among these three cases exhibit clear differences; yet they too all share
identical end state navigation errors. This brings us to one of the key findings of the trade
study. The Earth based sensor configuration completely determines the Earth
entry interface navigation error. In light of this, Case 32, the most flight ready of all
the sensor cases, sits very well among the others, especially considering the improvements
that could potentially be gained by using more landmarks, or ones chosen based on a
proper landmark selection algorithm.
Now we look at a similar RSS overlay plot in Figure 6-49, but this time with the
intent on focusing on navigation differences at Earth. This figure underscores the result
that any case which includes absolute GPS measurements has a superior final RSS error,
followed by TDRS, range GPS, and SkyMark. Note that while range GPS alone outshines
SkyMark, it is difficult to imagine a situation which would employ the use of GPS range
measurements without following up with absolute GPS measurements. The more plausible
situation would be a lack of range GPS availability, in which case scenario 24 may be
beneficial.
Finally, Figure 6-50 provides a summary table of the case numbers sorted by entry
interface position, velocity, and attitude errors. Cases with identical final errors are
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grouped together, and even-numbered (MIMU) cases are shaded grey. This summary
chart highlights the fact that the Earth sensors are entirely responsible for determining
the end state navigation error. It also showcases the MIMU gyro performance superiority
over the LN200.
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Figure 6-50: Scenario Cases Sorted by Ascending Navigation Error
6.2.1 Midcourse Burn Example
The trade study results show that absolute GPS measurements result in a very respectable
El position navigation error of just 6.5 meters. But because this analysis does not exam-
ine trajectory dispersions, we must be cautious to avoid an overly optimistic outlook. It
is entirely possible to have amazing navigation errors, and at the same time be dispersed
so far off the nominal trajectory that it is impossible to execute a feasible AV maneuver
or reach the ground target after EI. As a simple exercise to help view the results with
some additional perspective, suppose we perform a trajectory correction maneuver ap-
proaching Earth once the 3 - a navigation error reaches 10 km. Also suppose that we
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have a maximum dispersion of 100 km, which is obtained by rounding up the maximum
navigation error from Figure 6-49. Finding the time to go until EI for each of the cases in
the figure and calculating AV = 100km--10km, Table 6.2 is built. Assuming that a ballpark
estimate for a midcourse corrective burn is on the order of 10 m/s, we see that not all of
the cases fare well. Not only does SkyMark alone produce the least favorable navigation
results, its cost appears prohibitive. Also interesting to note is that while the navigation
performance of the SkyMark/absolute GPS combination of Case 24 fares well, the cost of
a corrective burn for this example is almost twice that of Cases 12, 18, 20, and 28. A final
note is that from the perspective of this example, the inclusion of absolute GPS occurs
too late to affect the corrective maneuver, as seen by the fact that Cases 18 and 20 require
the same AV. This does not mean that absolute GPS is not necessary, but emphasizes
the point that both navigation and dispersion analysis perspectives are insightful.
Sensors Case AV
Landmarks, SkyMark 10 172.4 m/s
Navsat, TDRS 12 11.9 m/s
Navsat, Range GPS 18 4.9 m/s
Navsat, Range and Absolute GPS 20 4.9 m/s
Navsat, SkyMark, Absolute GPS 24 21.9 m/s
Landmarks, Range GPS, TDRS 28 7.8 m/s
Table 6.2: Midcourse Burn Cost Example
As stressed in the introduction, it is important to keep in mind that the numerical
results of this trade study are entirely dependent on the veracity of the sensor models
in use. Some additional sensitivity tests have been performed and are presented in the
following section to help underscore the importance of this idea.
6.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Figures 6-51 through 6-57 present the results for a small series of sensitivity tests on the
sensor error model parameters. The error model values (i.e. bias, scale factor, noise) were
varied in bulk for each sensor by one order of magnitude up and down. The results do an
outstanding job of highlighting the effect that these error models have on the navigation
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solution.
6.3.1 Sensor Error Variations
Figure 6-51 presents an RSS overlay plot of the position navigation error for minimum,
maximum, and nominal landmark error parameters. The nominal GPS error parameters
are assumed. As expected, increasing the landmark errors leads to an increase in position
navigation error for the duration of the mission. Naturally, the smaller landmark errors
lead to an overall decrease in navigation error. The features of the RSS errors for nominal,
minimum, and maximum landmark errors are relatively uniform; the maximum and min-
imum sensor error parameters cause an overall shift up or down in the RSS error. Taking
a closer look at the lunar region in Figure 6-52, we see that increasing the landmark
errors slightly masks some features observed on the nominal RSS; conversely, decreasing
the parameters emphasizes features on the nominal. The same trends are apparent in the
Navsite parameter sensitivity test in Figure 6-53. From the scenario based analysis we
learned that the Earth based sensors are entirely responsible for the El navigation erros;
therefore, it is unsurprising that the end state error values are unaffected by changes in
lunar sensor errors.
Figure 6-54 shows the error sensitivities to variations in range GPS. The trends dis-
cussed above apply here as well. The stair-step pattern from the range/range rate mea-
surements is much less pronounced for the maximum GPS error values. Figures 6-55
and 6-56 display the error paramter sensitivities for absolute GPS and SkyMark measure-
ments. The effects are clearly visible. For the SkyMark, reduction in sensor error seems to
lead to a deeper initial drop at the first measurement, followed by an increasingly negative
slope. For GPS, the initial drop is more drastic, but then the slope of the RSS flattens
out.
Figure 6-57 answers the question from the previous section as to why the LIDAR
measurement had no apparent effect. Clearly the nominal error values for LIDAR are not
sufficient.
The bar graphs in Figures 6-58 and 6-59 help to classify these error sensitivity results
in terms of percent error from the nominal trajectory. The navigation error at TEI is
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Figure 6-57: LIDAR Error Parameter Sensitivity
highly sensitive to the lunar sensor error parameters. Likewise, navigation errors at entry
interface are greatly affected by Earth based sensor error value variations.
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6.3.2 Geometry Variations
Figure 6-60 looks at the lunar region navigation sensitivity to the location of the Navsites.
Placing the beacons on the opposite side of the Moon underneath Burn 3 (while also uti-
lizing two landmarks) does indeed provide a sharp drop in TEI navigation error. However,
moving the Navsites to Side B has the drawback of not providing enough measurements
over the rest of the lunar phase, hence the need to include another form of measurement
for this example. Figure 6-61 shows a new crater configuration supposing the opposite side
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Figure 6-60: Navsite Location Sensitivity
(not Earth-facing) of the Moon were illuminated. Based on the given mission trajectory,
the nominal landmark placement is superior as shown in Figure 6-62.
6.3.3 Process Noise Variation
The last sensitivity test varies the simulation process noise. As shown in Figure 6-63, the
effect of process noise on the LINCOV simulation is not trivial. Process noise is used as an
equalizer to account for unmodeled system error sources such as solar radiation pressure,
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outgassing, micrometeorites, or rowdy astronauts. Tuning a filter with the right amount
of process noise can be difficult. This process noise sensitivity test on the Navsat/GPS
case shows the importance of choosing carefully. There is a more noticeable effect on the
RSS features, especially in the lunar intermediate orbit, than was present for the sensor
error parameter sensitivity tests.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In summary, this thesis conducted a linear covariance analysis trade study on a suite
of autonomous sensor configurations for a representative Moon to Earth mission. The
primary focus was a scenario based analysis of the navigation performance, appended by
a series of small yet insightful sensitivity tests. As stated in the introduction, the end
state navigation error values are secondary to the grander scheme of the results. The
large scope of the trade study magnifies the intricacies inherent in any linear covariance
analysis. In an effort to prevent the complexities of the results from outweighing the
important insights gained, the conclusions will be presented in a straight forward bulleted
format categorized by sensors, recommended sensor configurations, and the overarching
themes that arose from the study.
7.1 Sensors
7.1.1 MIMU
Advantages
* High degree of accuracy
* Off the shelf
* Flight heritage
Disadvantages
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* Costly in weight and power
Comments
* Highly recommended IMU for autonomously navigated, manned cislunar mission
7.1.2 LN200
Advantages
* Cheaper than MIMU
* Off the shelf
" Flight heritage
Disadvantages
* Inferior performance
Comments
* Not recommended over MIMU for autonomously navigated, manned cislunar mis-
sion
7.1.3 ISC
Advantages
* Small, light-weight, low power
* Includes a star tracker
Disadvantages
* Inferior performance
* Only one half of an IMU; need a separate accelerometer
Comments
* Better suited to unmanned space applications where size, mass, and power are
deciding factors
* Not recommended for autonomously navigated, manned cislunar mission, unless
used as a backup sensor
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7.1.4 Star Tracker
Advantages
* Highly effective sensor for attitude measurements
* Robust star catalogues already in existence
* Extensive flight heritage
Disadvantages
* Adds additional cost
Comments
* Indispensable sensor for autonomously navigated, manned cislunar mission
7.1.5 Navsat
Advantages
* Strong navigation performance in lunar region due to ability to provide accurate
range and range rate measurements
* Omni-directional beacon and high altitude orbit provide outstanding measurement
coverage
* Simple, easily accessible receiver hardware required for obtaining measurements
Disadvantages
* Only theoretical. Requires a new, expensive infrastructure not currently in place.
* Requires continuation of study from [3] (i.e. optimal number of Navsats, orbit)
* Navsat orbital maintenance on a regular basis
Comments
* Results showed high dependence on relative geometry between Navsat and space-
craft. Optimization studies into understanding the most favorable phasing and ge-
ometry for measurements are recommended. Overall, highly impressive performance
in the context of the trade study.
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7.1.6 Navsites
Advantages
* Strong navigation performance due to ability to provide accurate range and range
rate measurements
* Simple, easily accessible receiver hardware required for spacecraft
* Lower maintenance than Navsat (orbital degradation not a concern)
Disadvantages
* Only theoretical. Requires a new, expensive infrastructure not currently in place.
* Navsite measurement effectiveness limited by location on lunar surface. Less robust
and more costly sensor than Navsat: Navsite locations which are good for one lunar
mission may not be useful for another.
* Requires continuation of study from [3] (i.e. optimal number of Navsites, location,
how to use most effectively with Navsat etc.)
Comments
* Strong potential as a lunar navigation sensor. Results showed high dependence
on relative geometry between Navsites and spacecraft. Optimization studies into
understanding the most favorable phasing and geometry for measurements are rec-
ommended. Good performance in the trade study, keeping in mind the dependence
of navigation performance of the Navsite locations relative to this mission scenario.
7.1.7 LIDAR
Advantages
* Corner cubes, essentially the ideal reflective surface for use with a LIDAR, are
already on the Moon.
* LIDAR instrument has flight heritage from missions such as the Global Mars Sur-
veyor.
Disadvantages
* Corner cube locations are set, may not be usable depending on the mission trajectory
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* Limited measurement range (< 1000 km) for current LIDAR technology
* Little to no navigation error reduction from LIDAR measurements for this mission
scenario
Comments
* Disappointing LIDAR performance as an autonomous navigation sensor for this
mission scenario. Only provided measurements a small fraction of the time in lunar
vicinity due to range constraint and unfavorable corner cube/spacecraft geometry.
Minimal benefit from decreasing simulation error parameters by an order of magni-
tude.
* The fact that infrastructure is already in place means LIDAR merits further study
before discarding as a potential sensor for an autonomous lunar mission; highly
reflective corner cube surfaces might be able to stretch max range estimate.
7.1.8 Landmarks
Advantages
* Mature technology for space rated optical cameras with low power, mass, and volume
* Passive sensor; no external hardware resources required
* Lunar landmark/crater databases currently available
* Moon covered in landmarks/craters; much less dependent on mission trajectory than
Navsites
* Cost effective, no new hardware on Moon required
* Very good navigation performance in low lunar orbit
Disadvantages
* Optical measurement constraints to lunar surface naturally tighter than for omni-
directional sensor such as Navsat. In addition to elevation angle, landmarks must be
in sunlight to be visible to optical camera. At best, only half of the lunar surface is
illuminated at any given time; careful mission strategizing and timing are required.
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* Less measurement effectiveness in 24 hour elliptical orbit than with Navsat or
Navsites.
Comments
* Strong potential for lunar navigation, especially for mission scenarios which are de-
signed with a midcourse burn in mind. In other words, landmarks may not provide
the lowest TEI navigation errors, but this shortcoming could be overcome by a cor-
rective burn later along the trajectory. Like other lunar sensors, a high dependence
on measurement geometry requires further investigation. Further research into the
sensor error model is also warranted; some sources indicate a range measurement to
a target from optical cameras in addition to bearing measurements.
7.1.9 SkyMark
Advantages
* Mature technology for space rated optical cameras
* No new infrastructure required. Takes optical measurements to existing satellites
in space.
* Cost effective; requires no tasking of an external resource
Disadvantages
* No flight heritage. Further testing required.
* Based on trade study, not as effective as TDRS or GPS, despite measurements being
available sooner than TDRS.
* Requires use of a complex SkyMark selection algorithm to optimally compute which
SkyMarks to measure based on geometry.
Comments
* Like landmarks, further research into sensor error model also warranted to see if
the one used in the trade study is too pessimistic; some sources include a range
measurement to a target from optical cameras in addition to bearing measurements.
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7.1.10 TDRS
Advantages
* Infrastructure currently in place and continually maintained/augmented with im-
proved generations of TDRS satellites
* Proven a successful navigation tool for spacecraft in low Earth orbit
* Strong navigation performance and measurement availability
Disadvantages
* Measurement range limited to within TDRS orbital altitude at GEO
* TDRS is a tasked resource
Comments
* Strong potential for use with autonomous navigation applications. Could be a se-
rious asset if measurement range increased to outside of the TDRS orbit, i.e. emit
beacon signal outward for spacecraft on cislunar missions. Not as strong of a navi-
gation performance in the trade study as GPS due to error model and measurement
range constraint.
7.1.11 GPS
Advantages
* Infrastructure currently in place and ready for use
* Far reaching range of spillover GPS signals for navigation measurements
* Precise navigation position and velocity fix once inside GPS shell
* GPS signals continuously broadcast - not a tasked resource
Disadvantages
* Fluctuation in GPS signal quantities and quality at far ranges
* Expensive high gain antenna may be required to pick up signals
Comments
* Likely to be a key asset to autonomous navigation. Based on simulation parameters,
top navigation performer in Earth region.
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7.2 Sensor Packages
The sensitivity of the results to assumptions and models cannot be emphasized enough.
However, what follows are the top two recommended sensor configurations.
7.2.1 Recommended Sensor Configuration A: Navsat, GPS
The trade study revealed that navigation from the Moon to Earth can almost be viewed as
two separate problems. From this perspective, the first recommended sensor suite includes
the top navigation performers in each of the two regions. The excellent coverage and strong
range/range rate measurement updates from the Navsat helped it stand out among the
other lunar sensors. The versatility of the sensor was revealed in the ease of varying the
relative measurement geometry based on initial beacon position. Of course, the Navsat
by itself did not perform as well as Case 30, which combined all lunar sensors in the suite.
However, Case 30 was intended more to make a point about the TEI/end-state navigation
error relationship than to be a practical combination for actual implementation.
As for GPS, the combined use of range and range rate measurements far out and
the high precision 3-D position and velocity updates within the shell allowed this sensor
combination to provide not only the best end state navigation error, but also be the
winner in terms of approximate dispersions and cost of a midcourse burn. Furthermore,
the infrastructure is currently in place and ready for use.
7.2.2 Recommended Sensor Configuration B: Landmarks, GPS
The second recommended sensor package once again includes GPS at Earth. At the Moon,
landmarks are selected due to the fact that the Navsa.t is not currently in existence, and
lunar navigation using known landmarks is entirely feasible at this point in time. Al-
though the landmarks were outperformed by sensors which took range and range rate
measurements, its navigation accuracy could be improved by a better selection of land-
mark locations for relative geometry, or the possible addition of a range measurement to
its error model.
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7.3 General Themes and Observations
* It is theoretically possible to autonomously navigate from the Moon to Earth, an
idea that has been accepted in the astronautical engineering community since the
time of the Apollo era.
* Attitude and angular velocity measurements from a star tracker and IMU are not
sufficient to complete a Moon to Earth mission.
* MIMU results in superior attitude navigation error over LN200.
* LN200 yields identical results to MIMU for position and velocity navigation errors
in most cases.
* Measurements are required at both the Moon and Earth in addition to utilization
of an IMU and star tracker.
* Measurement geometries are extremely important. Sensitivity to relative geometry
implies a dependence on both the trajectory and measurement locations.
* Measurement constraints such as range and visibility are important.
* Navigation errors are extremely sensitive to sensor error model parameters.
* Navigation errors are more sensitive to a decrease in error model accuracy than an
increase in error model accuracy.
* Range/range rate measurements are more powerful than bearing measurements.
3-D position/velocity measurements are more powerful than range/range rate mea-
surements.
* Navigation errors are highly sensitive to system process noise (quiet vs. noisy vehi-
cle).
* Finite burn effects have less of an impact than other sources of navigation error
growth (gravity perturbations, process noise) due to the shortness of the burn du-
ration.
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* Measurements before, during, or after a burn are highly effective at mitigating finite
burn effects in the lunar region.
* The sooner measurements are taken as a spacecraft approaches Earth, the greater
the time to correct for navigation error and the lower the cost of a midcourse burn
(i.e. range GPS).
* TEI navigation error is entirely determined by lunar measurements.
* End state navigation error is entirely determined by Earth measurements.
* Finite burn effects at the Moon have no impact on final navigation error.
* There is a trade off between achieving high lunar navigation accuracy (executing a
perfect TEI burn) and not requiring a midcourse correction, and having less strin-
gent navigation error requirements at the Moon, but having to correct for trajectory
dispersions at Earth with a midcourse burn.
* Measurements during the transit phase between the Earth and Moon could limit the
navigation error growth and allow for extremely low AV corrective burns. Recall
from the Chapter 6 dispersion example the positive effect of taking far reaching GPS
range measurements; in-transit measurements could magnify this effect.
7.4 Future Work
This thesis achieved its goal of providing a broad perspective and strong foundation for
further study of autonomous navigation for cislunar missions. Future work is recom-
mended in several areas. First, the addition of sensors to the transit phase may prove
beneficial towards reducing the cost of a midcourse corrective burn. Horizon sensors or
optical cameras for star-Moon or star-Earth occultation measurements may be well suited
to this portion of flight [4]. More exotic sensors such as ones for measuring solar Doppler
or X-ray pulsars may also be considered. As discussed previously, further investigation
into the SkyMark and landmark error models could prove beneficial., as well as in depth
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studies into the relative geometry complexities involved with all lunar sensors. Measure-
ments with more specific and restrictive constraints could be added as well. The addition
of a dispersion analysis capability to the LINCOV tool would greatly enhance the inter-
pretation of the trade study results. A full error budget sensitivity analysis to pinpoint
the contribution of individual error sources is also recommended.
Figure 7-1: CEV in 100 km Lunar Orbit [9]
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Appendix A
LN200 Cases 11-33
The position and velocity navigation errors for the odd numbered, LN200 sensor Cases
11 through 33 are displayed in Figures A-i through A-24. The plots are identical to
their MIMU counterparts, with the exception of Case 10. The SkyMark measurement is a
function of attitude and therefore has poorer position and velocity navigation performance
with the inferior LN200.
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Figure A-8: Case 17 (LN200, ST, Navsites, LIDAR, TDRS) Velocity Error
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Figure A-9: Case 19 (LN200, ST, Navsat, Range GPS) Position Error
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Figure A-10: Case 19 (LN200, ST, Navsat, Range GPS) Velocity Error
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Figure A-12: Case 21 (LN200, ST, Navsat, GPS) Velocity Error
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Figure A-13: Case 23 (LN200, ST, Navsites, LIDAR, GPS) Position Error
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Figure A-15: Case 25 (LN200, ST, Navsat, SkyMark, Absolute GPS) Position Error
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Figure A-16: Case 25 (LN200, ST, Navsat, SkyMark, Absolute GPS) Velocity Error
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Figure A-17: Case 27 (LN200, ST, Navsat, Navsites, SkyMark, TDRS) Position Error
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Figure A-19: Case 29 (LN200, ST, Landmarks, Range GPS, TDRS) Position Error
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Figure A-20: Case 29 (LN200, ST, Landmarks, Range GPS, TDRS) Velocity Error
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Figure A-22: Case 31 (LN200, ST, Navsat, Navsite, Landmarks, LIDAR, GPS) Velocity
Error
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Figure A-23: Case 33 (LN200, ST, Landmarks, GPS) Position Error
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Figure A-24: Case 33 (LN200, ST, Landmarks, GPS) Velocity Error
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